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A Study of the Economic History of Three Marginal Farm Jowns
in Massachusetts
A complete comprehension of any section of rural society
is impossible without a knowledge of the factors involved in its economic
history* and without a knowledge of the composition of its population,
-adequate data on the distribution and composition of the rural population
are lacking, yet without this information the student of rural society can-
not understand some phases of change, nor give intelligent assistance in
rural planning.
Shore have been studies made in this field, though none in
Massachusetts. It would seem worth while to know the answer to questions
whioh perplex the modern Massachusetts town, particularly such questions
as have to do with planning for the future. For instance, where are the
farming people of the next few decades likely to o« ntor their activities,
Tillage, town, city? A study in Hew York State indicated that the young
people live on the farms, and the older ones in the villages; this may serve
to explain a large part of the village problems in the annual town meeting
of certain towns if it is found to be true here in Massachusetts. Further-
more, state assistance may be allocated and utilized much more wisely if
the underlying trends are realized and analyzed.
In addition, the virtual abandonment of large areas in a given
township, places a large burden on the rest of the town, since, if a few
families remain, roads must be kept up and children transported to school.
In marqr oases it would be more economical to relooate certain farm families
and use nfcole sections of the town for forests.
The areas studied ware oho con as the result of inquiry and
statistical analysis. In Tie. of the fact that there is much discussion
cf marginal and suhsarginal areas, and almost no definite of the terms,
letters were written to many economists and sociologists asking advice
as to the proper method of choosing marginal areas. Excerpts from two
of the replies show the Justification for choosing the areas, partly
on the basis of advice from extension worker.,.
1. Professor Carle C. r imorman, University of Minnesota, letter
dated March 2, 1928 - -Several characterises may be true
of a marginal area, according to ray estimation, some may
be low share rent, low cash rent or absence of cash rent;
high percentage of ownership; low physical productivity, etc.
I think if you talk with some of the extension men of the
state they can tell you the marginal areas from oorcmoa
observation."
2. E. L. Klrkpatrick, Associate agricultural Economist, United
States Department of Agriculture, letter dated February 29,
1*28
- "I have no definite suggestions as to choosing the
marginal farm areas. <£• are planning to make some ustof
land value per acre from the 1926 census for the region
along the Ohio River. These will be oheeked closely against
observation of the State workers, however."
By a further prooess of statistical elimination three marginal towns
were selected, as typioal of various sections of the state. Sandi afield,
in Berkshire County, represents the hill towns of the western art of
the state; Oakham, in Worcester County, the rolling land of the central
section; Boxford , In Essex County, the sandy flat seotlon near the coast.
Each has been subject also to differing economic factors as will be
apparent from the study*
It is oustomary to call areas in which agriculture is decreas-
ing in importance* marginal farm areas* According to orthodox eoonomio
theory* marginal land is land upon which can be produced products anion
hare a value just sufficient to cover the necessary payments for labor
and capital used in their production* Shis stated in the hioaroian
theory of rent, which is also a theory of land utilisation* TJiis doctrine
holds that the area in use tends to reach an equilibrium at the point
where output and input are equal, and tends to expand or contract where
g
output exceeds or falls short of input* Actually on land which is so
poor that it seems to preclude any profitable agriculture, it is altogether
possible to find some farmers making a profit, while on supposedly super-
marginal land gome farmers lose money* Rioardo would probably hare explained
these oases on the basis of variations in the efficiency of labor and
capital, but this is of little assistance when one is trying to classify
land as the basis of a land utilisation program. Further, an area may
be marginal over a period of years, and then, because of a new use for
land, or a new type of production it a»ay no longer be classifiable as no-
rent land.
?or these reasons, there should be greater care used in re-
ferring to land areas as marginal or s bmarginal. In a striot sense,
one should never make scientific use of the words marginal or submarglnal
Iassachusetts state college
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TALMOUTM
without first asking a detailed study of farm incomes, to see how the
income compares with that which prerails for the same grade of labor*
and the same amount of capital in competitive agricultural regions which
I
are clearly awove the margin of economical use. If the farm income
is not sufficient to support such a standard of living the land is sub-
marginal and will eventually be devoted to some other use such as forestry.
2hus, the evidences of marginality are often considered as proof that
agriculture will net pay in a given area, even though no detailed study
of farm Income is made* These evidences are abandoned faras and roadsi
lands formerly cleared, now growing up to brash and woodg the development
of state forests in the township ( which in Massachusetts is particularly
significant since the law limits the purchase price of land for state
forests to v8 an acre } { and the gradual change in the number of acres
included in farms in the town.
The problem of what a state should do to aid in reaching the
proper relationship between its people and its resources is one which
puss les many conscientious legislators. In order to find what policies
are being formulated to handle the marginal land areas, letters were
sent to the Commissioners of Agriculture of the six Sew England states
-,nd New York, since their situations are more nearly comparable than
4
those of other areas, in only one state, Sew York, has any effort
been made to make a land utilization survey. In the laws of 1929
(chapterb 194 and &fi} the state provides that lands which are definitely
6-
submarglnal way be purchased by the state or county for reforestation
areas, an! as such are exempt from state and county taxes, though they
have to pay local taxes. Massachusetts makes provision for the purchase
Of lands with a #3 - §5 per acre valuation for state fb rests also,
although there is no pressure on the State Department of Conservation to
buy land in certain areas as the result of a land survey as is the sit-
uation In Hew fork, Sxoerpts fro .a »iae of the other letters follows
1* E» H. Jones, coraaies loner of Agriculture, Montpelier, 7ermont,
Dated April S, 1933.
"So called abandoned fareas have for some time been a real
problem with us which has evoked much discussion ...
To my knowledge there has b< en no change in the relationship
of this class of towns to the state in matters of schools,
roads, taxation or reforestration polioies."
B« H. K, Lewis, Conm 1st;loner of Agriculture, Providence, Rhode
Island, Dated ,'^ril 6, Uo3.
"this state tea made no investigation of tow'vidiioh might
be termed marginal, nor does this state treat such towns
different from other towns* it have such towns bordering
the Connecticut line but they are given no distinct treat-
ment
It does seem as though each state government should have a policy
to meet the needs of these towns in teiich agriculture is declining
-6-
ia importance. Such a polioy la no means implies that the agriculture
Of the stats is decadent, tout aimyly that the state recognizes the
needs of its citisens and is alert to help the* attain the highest
standards of living possible. She agriculture of a state should be
Judged not on the basis of idle land, or land in woodland, but on the
basis of land in use for farms i and when the land used for farms is
the best available, with areas definitely submarginal being used for
non-agricultural purposes, the whole state will benefit.
II • She Locations and Descriptions of the reas studied.
.Boxford
1. Location
Boxford is located in the central section of 2ssex County,
which is the extreme northeastern part of Massachusetts. It contains
13,600 acres of land.
2. Phyeloal Features
Geologically, the whole of Kssex County lies in the glaciated
region in which there are deposits of comparatively thin layers of till
J
over the bedrock, which is in Boxford a granite quarts hornjilendediorite,
osouring in massive and foliated forms. On both aides of Littie Pond
in West Boxford, there are outcrops of Cambrian sedimentary rooxs.
! tiles'
, Spofford's, Parley's, Pour ttile and Cedar Ponds are all ioe
-6a-
U.S. Topogra.phical Survey
bloc* holes showing contracts on their southeast shore*. The surface
of the town consists of a rolling plain studded with isolated hills,
the height of which averages between 200 and 900 feet.
3. The Coil
The soil is of a large Tari sty of types, prominent among them
being the loams, many in sandy or stony phases. There are also large
areas of muok and peat around the ponds. The types may he seen on the
accompanying map.
4. The Climate
The climate of Essex County is typioal of the ooastal region
of Hew England. It is humid and marked by long, cold winters with a
heavy snowfall, and by medium short Burners with rainy and humid warm
periods. The average annual temperature at Lawrence (the interior
station for the county) is 47.6° p., the average preoipitation is 42.50
inches, well distributed throughout the year. The latest and earliest
recorded killing frosts were May 12 and September 29, which i>rovides
a growing season ample to mature a wide range of crops.
5. Early History of Boxford.
Boxford wae first included in that tract cf land purchased by
the' Rev. Esekiel Hogers Company" of the towns of Ipswich and Newbury,
which was granted an act of incorporation September 4, 1639 under the
name of liowley. The present area included in Boxford was settled about
1650; the first settlers bearing suoh English names as Andrews, Bixby,
-7A-
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Curtis, and Kimfc dl. rhe undivided lands In the village were laid
oat in 1666 and 1667 and in 1666 the General Court /ranted the petition
of the Inhabitants to ohange the name to «ox ord and incorporate it as
a separate town. The nase Boxford we:; chosen beoause the minister of
the Rowley district, Rev. Mamuel Phillips had been born in boxford,
England. &y 1700, Boxford had built its own church and school t and had
developed a vigorous ooncmaity life.
The eighteenth century was one of gradual development in the
town. We may trace this in several lines, first in that of the spirit-
ual interests of the townsfolk* The first minister* ftev. Mr* Spn&es hud
a congregation of about fifty members when he wa ordained Uoceuber 30,
1702. The witohoraft scare had Just been ended* one Boxford woman being
condemned to death, thouph she was not executed* Mr* Oywncs built, up
the church and remained for six years as minister before transferring to
Bradford, fie was succeeded by ^ev* Mr* Rogers during whose incumbency the
Kast and west parishes were set off in 1736* During 1735-36 the «est
Boxford church was built, and was accepted as complete by the parish in
1745. The original parish, having difficulties within Its membership,
net irregularly until 1768 when the aev* Elisur bolyoxe of Cambridge be-
come pastor, a post he held until his death in 1806* The most exciting
change during his ministry seems to bwe been a discussion as to the type
of hymn to be sung d iriag the church services*
The primary industry in Boxford has always boon agriculture,
and at the time when Boxford became a separate town, practically all
6
the people were so employed. Howevor, there were u few scattered
industries in the town, She "iron works" were established by Henry
Leonard of Lynn in 1669 in that part of the town of liowley which later
became Boxford. The business was carried on in the town until 1673-74
when the Leonards moved on to Hew Jersey and established the manufacture
of iron in that state. The business was ooatlnued until 1680 by John
7
Tinton of Lynn, the capital stock being about one thousand pounds.
Several sawmills were begun in 1710, one on the stream between Stetson's
and Pour Mile Ponds, two more which are still in existence {the present
Howe and Andrews Saw Mills) on other streams. The Howe aill was long
famous as a source of ship-timbers used by the ship builders of Essex.
e
In 1726, a tannery was begun by Francis Perley whloh tanned hides for
Hoxford farmers until 1800. There are records of other types of
employment, of coopers, wheelwrights, blacksmiths, cabinet am basket
taakers. Probably none of these occupied the exclusive attention of
the mon employed in them, however, as in most oases they were part-time
occupations for farmers*
The inhabitants of Boxford in 1768 took part in the general
movement to outwit the English collection of taxes on imported oloths
by making their own. In the town meeting on Kerch 22 they voted
".......to take all prudent and legal measures to enoourago their own
-10-
produce and manufactures, and di scourgajje the unnecessary use of all
foreign superfluities."
liven before 1600 many families raovea out of ^oxford, in
1776* a grant was made to a group of residents *f -Jseex County
( including many Boxford people) of the present town of Bridgton, Maine.
Four Boxford families were among the first settlers of the new town,
three families helped settle Amherst, N. H.j others migrated to Harvard,
Kopkinton, Lunenberg, and Brookfield, Mass., Kindge, 8. H. and Hew
Brunswick. The trek westward which was to bo so important a factor in
the development of Boxford had begun.
The period from 1800 to the present, which is to be examined
in some statistical detail later, may be sketched in briefly here. The
intense religious life of the people - their major interest in the first
period - began to wane. Dissension crept into the first Church as early
as 1816 and a schismatic group built another meeting house where Unitarianlsm
was preached. After the breach was healed, the new church building was
used as an academy. In the Sast Parish there was also difficulty} the
congregation declined to forty members. However, the church is still an
important feature in the life of the town.
Some small manufactories were begun during the oenturyi in
I
1730 a building was erected to serve as an iron smelter. After 1805 it
was altered into a gristmill, and in one part of the building the manufacture
-11-
of wooden bowls* trays, etc. was oarried on* After 1632 the gristmill
was ooorerted into a ootton manufacturing plant whore ootton yarn, wioklng,
and batting wero made. Some 15 or 20 employees worked in tbe mill, while
much of the s topic work was done in the homos. In 1867, the ootton
machinery was removed and a matoh factory bt>,;un which required a saw
mill and a box-uanufaotory as adjuncts. A shoe manufactory was begun
in 1814 and by 1837 the estimated value of shoes manufactured was $52,975.
About 1860 several shops were started but most of them failed during the
Civil War. In 1873, a carriage shop was begun in Sast Boxford which was
prosperous for a shozt time, however, as Perley pats it - "From the
earliest settlement of the town to the present time, the principal occupa-
tion of the Inhabitants has been that of agriculture; and from the primitive
soil of our rooky hillsides they hare over drawn, by their industry and
well adapted labor, an independent livelihood,'* lately, as a development
of agriculture, tree nurseries have become a thriving industry in _ast
Boxford.
The decline in the population of Boxford began after 1856 when
there was 1082 people in the town, and eeecis to have been checked in 13-5
when the total number of inhabitants was 561* The 13JQ census gives a
figure of 662 which seeus to be explained by the number of people who
have bought homes in Boxford and comute daily to their work in Boston
and other cities.
In 1852, a railroad was built from Uanvers to lewburyport, through
the eastern part of Boxford* i'his line was joined to the Boston and Maine
Railroad In 1859. Service is still given by the railroad which runs one
train a day in eaoh direction.
inee 1900 many well-to-do people have bought homes in Boxford,
reconstructing the old colonial houses and building up the run-down farms.
She town is within oomuting distance of many large cities and it sens
altogether likely that this advantage will increase the value of Boxford
homes in the future. ?he townspeople are proud of their historieal vill-
age ami quite willing to discuss it with anyone interested) hut there is
not a roadside stand, hotel, boarding house, bus line or other inducement
to cause travellers to linger, to be found in the town.
For purposes of record the changes in the boundaries of Boxford
10
are inserted at this point*
On tieptember 14, 1694, Boxford Is named in the i'ax Act. Boundary
line between eoxford and 'fopsfieid fixed February 2t>, 1701, Part of
Boxford included in the new town of kiddleton, June IS* 1728, Part of
Howley annexed to Boxford June 10, 1806, Boundary line between Boxford and
Rowley established June id, 18££« part of Ipswich annexed March 7, 1646*
Part of Boxford annexed to ^roveland fcaroh 21, 1856. Boundary line be-
tween Boxford and aiddleton established April 22, 1904. Boundar., line
between Boxford and Georgetown est blished April 22, 1904.
-13-
Oakham
1* Location
Oakhum la located In the vest central pert of Worcester
County* The township, a relatively small one* Is bounded on the east
by Rutland and Partem, on the north by Barre, an the vest by Hew
Braintree, and on the south by Spencer* It oont&lns 1.5,68i> sores.
2* Physical Features
Geologically, Oakham Is composed of too types of carbon-
iferous sedimentary rooks* one* Brimfield schist* which is most widely
11
distributed, the other Paxton quarts schist*
Geographically the akham-8arre-Hu11and area is made up of
high flattened ridges and plateaus* 2here are several ridges approximating
1200 feet in height. The west half of the township drains into the sare
River, the eastern section Into the Swift Klvert the village of Cold
Brook has been evacuated for the Metropolitan «ater Project which has
taken a large share of the nothcastern corner of the town*
3* Soil Types
The soil types are shown on the map taken from the Worcester
County Soil Survey* As may be seen the great majority of the soils are
loans of various types, wit several large and well defined areas of
muck*
4* climate
The climate of Worcester County is humid* It varies greatly
from one year to another* and also within one season* In general, the
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and lew Rutland, That w« are not la a oapaoity of Oursolves to raise
any snm of money In order to hire Preaching among us as we are neither
a Propriety, Town District nor Parrlsh. Besides many other inconven-
iences we labor under to wltt for the want of Power to raise money
for the Schooling and Educating our children And also money to repair
and make Highways and build Bridges And many other Diffio JLties we
Labor under by Reason of being this in a State of Bature. We Humbly
apprehend if we were incorporated Into a parrlsh and Irapowared to Raise
Honey for the Ends and Uses above Mentioned it would greatly Xnooura^e
the settlement of the Plaoo." Upon this petition an act was passed
making Rutland West Wing a precinct. In 1761 the precinct voted to
ereot a meeting house, to repair highways and also "To tax the inhabitanoe
teen pounds to support pritching this present year".
in June 176&, the precinct was changed to a "District" by the
nam* of Oakham, after a town similarly named in England, from which many
of the- settlers had come. The first settlers of Rutland held the Pine
Plains (between Hut land and Oakham) in common, and used the unoooupled
land in the west wing as pasture. It was their custom to set fires here
late in the autumn to Improve i the pasturage* This injured the appearance
14
of the land, and in many oases delayed the sale of farms In Oakham.
Timothy Dwight was not impressed b the appearance of tho town as is shown
141
by the following escoerpts from his Travels"* "She country, lying on the
-16-
road between Rutland and Brookfield, consists of the eastern skirts of
Oakham, and New Braintree; of which we saw little else, besides a
wilderness, variegated here and there with a solitary field, ana a mis-
erable cottage. The land was lean and Tory stony; and the road for
considerable distance bordered by a swamp; one of the dullest and mo t
forlorn, which I remember, Ho plaoa coma be a fitter spot for an
Indian powaw; and hardly any, less desirable for civilised beings.
Oakham is said to be ono of th* least, and Hew Braintree one of the
most fertile townships in the county of Worcester."
Hie ohuroh was She first institution established in Oakham
and the first meeting ho* e was built as early as 1761. a Presbyterian
minister was ordained in 1767, and for several years the services follow-
edthat denominational form. The influx of new settlers brought in a
large number of Congrogationalist>; who refused to Join the Presbyterians,
and in 1773 after several serious, and wordy discussions, the town
church war, reorganised as a Congregational meeting. The orthodox
Presbyterians withdrew, and i or a time met together on the Sabbath, but
gradually they drifted into the Congregational ohuroh, lar^-ely because
of the dynamic personality of lie*. Daniol Soaillnson who was ordained in
1786.
The Center Sohoolhouse wae begun in 1769, but not finished
until 1793, and the following map shows its location, as well as that
of the original town lots. Actually, the town voted in 1769 to build
five schools altogether, but only the Canter School wa. begun immediately.
-16a-
Outline Map of
OAKHAM, MASS
.
\
LOCATION OF THE ORIGINAL LOTS IN OAKHAM,
bright - Soldiers of Oakham.
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Xn 1790, there were only 3 houses In the oenter of town,
for all the families were farm families and liwed out in the country.
There were two sawmills la what is now Ooldbrook,- a fulling mill,
and a triP hammer shop on the Boston and Barre ?oet Boad, and several
blacksmith shops, Hat the people were primarily interested in agriculture,
no matter what their trades might he.
At the close of the eighteenth century the population of
Worcester County was about 57,000. The largest town in the county was
Brookfield, with a population of about 3,000| Sutton was second with
2,700 people; while Worooster, the third town in size had only 2,000.
Oakham with a population of 776, • s about one-third the .1 of ftoroester/
From an eeonomio point of view one of the most interesting
incidents in the history of Oakham has to do with the currency inflation
during the Eevolutionary War. In 1777, when the prices of labor and
commodities began to rise rery fast, the town voted to fix prioes for
various common articles of trade. The town regulation was, of course, not
sufficient to stem the tide of rising prioes, and they continued upward
to diazy heights. For example, a comparison of prioes for 1777 and 1779
shows the following differences » 1777 - wheat was valued at 68 per bushel t
in 1779 it Cost Tj, 8. 1777 - salt was valued at 1466 d per bushel; in
1779 it cost £ 12, in 1781 a clergyman received p 120 for his Bunday
sermon.
Ihe history of the period from 1800 to the present is interesting
17-
from many points of view. The population reached its peak In 1850,
declinlag steadily from that date. After 1800, the Congregational
church became less unified, and new ohurches oame in, the Methodist
church toeing dedioaued in 184.5.
There were four important roads running through Oakham < one
from Petersham and Sarre to Jutland and Worcester, a second from dutland
to Brookfield, another from Sew Braiatree, through Paxton, to Woroester,
and the fourth from fcuroeeter to Hordwiak and Sorthtwiyton, She last
was the most important, and was rebuilt b., a private corporation between
Amherst and Shrewsbury as the Sixth Massachusetts turnpike, incorporated
June 21, 1799. Over this road, Kleaaer Barrows, a post rider, made
weekly trips from Worcester to Eorthaapton distributing newspapers and
17
letters over a private rural delivery route. After 1816, a stage
lino ran through O.kham, the first advertisement for which fbllows.
It was printed May *7, 1318 in the Massachusetts Soy or *oroester Gasette.
FIRST MAIL S2AGE OS IBS OLD TUMPIKE
Sew Mail stage.
The subscriber proposes to run a stage coach from
Worcester, through Paxton, Rutland, Oakham, Sew Braintree, Hard-
wiak, Greenwich, Pelhem, Shutesbury, Amherst, and Hadley to
Sorthampton, once a week, for the accomodation of passengers;
and respectfully solicits the patronage of the Publlok. He
will leave Worcester every Wednesday, at 9 o' alock A. M. and
-1$.
arrive at Hbrthaapton every Tluraday afternoons returning,
leave Northampton every Friday at 6 o'clock a* k* and arrive
at Hardwiok the same dayt leave Hardwick overy Tueeday at
8 o'clock a. M* and arrive at *oroeater in season to meet
the Boston Stage of the same day. Said stage will intersect
the Boston Stage at roroeeter and the Hartford, Hanover
and Albany Stages at Horthnmnton, and will pass the celebra-
ted mineral waters in ahutesbury. —fare, five oents per
mile, and 26 lbs* Baggage allowed to a passenger t lit lb*
extra Baggage equal to a passenger*
Gyrus Stookwell*
May 26, 1818
In October 1873 the vara River Branch of the Boston and
Maine Railroad through Cold Brook was opened} thus adding much to the
transportation facilities available to the town. The Central Mass-
achusetts was opened in December 1887, also.
There were several new types of industries began during th
century* They comprised the Parker and Dean sameills, a sieve manufac-
turing plant began in 1832 by Stephen Lincoln which later manufactured
other metal products; a carriage shop owned and operated by William
Crawford} the A* W* Mathers plant making plows, seed drills and cultivators,
and a wood furnace industry owned by A* J* HoIdem Rone of these
-1J-
bUBinesses except the Dean •mill is in operation now. Agriculture
continues to be the industry of major importation, with dairying the
major agrioulturai. industry*
There are a large number of summer visitors to Oafcham,
many of whom have purchased farms to use for summer dwellings* -2h«
town in away from the beaten path of tourists, and offers seolusion
and quiet to the similar residents. It has an active oomaunity life,
a great interest in its history* and a large number of devoted former
citizens who have not forgotten the town, ven thouih they have homes
elsewhere.
SaudisfieId
1* looation
Oandisfieid is located in the southeast corner of Berkshire
County, as shown on the accompanying roup* The township le roughly
rectangular in shape, and contains approximately 35,000 aoree of lend.
£• Physical /eat ores
Xhe surfaoe of the town is hilly* the highest point, having
an altitude of acout 1800 feet. 3»e Fanaingfcon hivar, which fzoas
the eastern bounaary of the town, drains the township. 2here are sev-
eral pondc, the largest oailed Spectacle Pond, oovoriae, 1^0 aores. Jhe
contour lines, are &1 iown on thu accompanying topographical map* Geolog-
ically, saadis field hag large areas ox preoaaibrian iaahiagton gneiss,
iejmour mountain is entirely composed of micaceous gneiss with u rusty.
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ooarBe, sandy gravel mass,
3. Soil Type*.
The soil types are shown on the map taken from the toil
Surrey made in 1923. In general, the soils hav« developed from mat-
erials laid down by the action of the ioe sheet. They hare developed
under a dense foreet coyer, and are light in oolor, and low in organic
natter*
4. Climate
The climate of Berkshire "ounty is characterised by long,
oo Id winters, ami short, o >ol steamer*. The annual average temperature
is 45.C F.| tha winter average is 23.9 F.» the sjrawr average 66.6 y.
The average annual precipitation is 38.30 inches, and is well distrib-
uted throughout the year. She average date of the last killing frost
is Kay 8 and the first is tieptenbor ib>. This is a sufficient period
to mature moot orops, but is likely to be a little short for corn.
6. History of Jandisfield.
Bandisfiold was named in honor of J/>rd Sandys, the first
lord of trade and the plantations. In oonmon with other towns in
Berkshire County, it was settled much later than the more eastern areas
of the state. The causes for this later settlement, were, briefly, the
indefinite location of the western and southern state boundaries during
the colonial period, with consequent insecure deeds for land; the
natural barrier raised b. the Boo sac kount&ins anu the higlands in the
-20A-
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tho eastern end of the county* and the exposure to Indian raids.
It was the official jraotlue in fttmdinr towns In Mass-
achusetts to obtain a charter from the Oneral Hmrt. On the lBth of
January, 1735 1 ikfaund ulr-oy made a report to hath Rouses on the pe-
19
tition for a flrant of land lying between 'estfleld and Sheffield.
His eonwittee was of the opinion that thora should be four townships
set up upon the rond between those two towns ar»4 that "Phey be
contiguous to on© another —— and each of the contents of six miles
square —
—
that they be situated as near the road as the land will
allow, and that there be 63 home lots laid out in each township, one
of which is to be for the first settled minister, one for the second
settled minister, on© for the school and one for each grantee who
shall draw equal shares in all future divisions." Of the four town-
ships, Tyriwhm was un ber 1, Jfew Marlborough number 2, Sandisfield
nwriber 3, and Beeket number 4j they were sometimes called the "Hoasantonic
Townships". SnndisfleM was incorporated in 1762, and subsequently an
area called the "gmth Eleven thousand Acres", which was purchased from
the Stoekbrldge Indians by Colonels Kphriam Williams and Nahum ffard,
was annexed in 1819 | hence tho present area is roughly nine miles by
six miles rather than six miles sonars as was planned originally.
The petition to the General Sourt concerning this purchase is printed in
full in HoHand* s "History or rveetern Massachusetts ", Tbl. II, pages
B70 and 871,
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town *»* not permanently settled until 1750. yh* orig-
inal settlers oane from Enfield and teatherefield, Conaeetivut. aa£
ware followed by others from Plymouth county ana fe~*e Ccd, ilasaachiuwste.
The nut of the prominent early fasdiies in fcandiefleid include Mills,
Hall* Soeworth, ^enre, *ii©n,Brown, Hull, Agrault, uartoa and Sags* Most
of then were of genuine Puritan stock, with a few families of Huguenot
origin*
The first institution in Sandlsf is Id, as elsewhere in Xass-
aobusetts, was the church. The first church. Congregational, was organ-
ised in 1756, the church building being erected in 1757* Jhis was re-
placed by another built in 1796, fhe early pastors had a difficult tine
in Sandlsfieldj the Rev* ^leaser Stores was installed in 1766 and dis-
sc
missed in 1797 because he sympathised with Shay's Rebellion. Jhe
next pastor, the Row* Lewi White, was ordained in 1798 and was replaced
in 1832 when a faction in the church turned against him and "bought him
21
off" for ;,766*00 and a subscription of £300*00. iiutaer has it that
he indulged in stronr drliricf in fact i.leut, Gov* Hull, who ke^t the store,
admitted that he boupht his liquor by the quart* The Baptists organised
a ohuroh in 1779 on.? built a church building in 1602, in 1788 a second
group of Baptists organised a ohuroh, and the two Joined in 103u at
MontTllle.
A school was established rsry early, and for a few years the
town tried to maintain a high sohool bat was i'oroed to give up the
undertaking. A library association me firmed in 1800 with Joist
headquarters at Sew Boston and at Sandisfleld.
During the early period of the town's history business was
more evenly spread over the country then it is now* The Farmingten
Hirer form 8 the eastern boundary of the town, furnishing waterpower
for a variety of industries. Up to 1800 there were grist mills, oil
mills to eattract linseed oil from the flax produced on the farms; cloth
dressers .Boythe makers and % variety of small industries whioh tied is
well with agriculture, the industry of prime importance. There was
much trade in the town also, for Sandisfleld was a center for south-
eastern Berkshire and for adjoining towns in Connecticut.
The period from 1790 to 1840 marks the period of Sandisfleld'
s
greatest prosperity. All the town's institutions were affected by
it. The churches conducted revivals adding hundreds to their membership
under the leadership of young and enthusiastic ministers. An Episcopal
church was organized in 1637 and la ated until 1845 j the Methodists held
regular services in the town also. Many district schools were added
for the convenience of children in outlying districts, and the community
evidenced great interest In the welfare of its pupils. There were a
large number of professional men in town, many of whom taught apprentices
Hi
or clerks t is 1829 according to the Hew, Levi White there were nine
physicians and five lawyers practising in Sandisfleld.
Agriculture flour lrfi«d in every seation of the town* the
annual maple sugar production exceeded that of any town in the county
t
a mill to nietil essential oils from birch trees during the wlntsr was
located in wast See Boston; and the farm population war. prosperous,
the other industries expanded alec* At various periods there were cloth
dressers, cabinet makers, wagon makers, shoe makers, hatter and ooopers,
a silk mill, a woolen mill, six tanneries, rake f&otorles and shops
for turning wooden ware begun* trade in the stores was large i in one
year the Bull store at handlefieId Center took in trade a hundred tons
of cheese whinh wt freighted to Hudson, Now York and to Hartford,
Connecticut. rhe people of Sandisfield had money to lend, and gave
Pittsfield $300, to help build a mooting house.
iTom I860 on, however, Jandisfield rapidly deolined in im-
portance* Prior to this time people had been moving out, but the move-
ment acoelerated after the middle of the century. There were several
reanon for this, the most important being the better new lands opened
to settlement furthor west. The movement first led Sandlsfleld settlers
to How York and the " estorn Reserve" now Ohio and then furhter west
into Illinois, A second stream of migrants from the town sottled In
nearby industrial areas like Springfield, Hartford, and Pittsfield
whore larger opportunities existed, ?he great distune* of sandlsfleld
from railroads worked to the disadvantage of the town, for the farmers
-£5-
had no access to a local market for their milk, and manufactUBero pre-
ferred to be nearer good transportation faeilitioB. To overcome this
£4
handicap, the town bonded itself for #24,000 at 7 per cent interest
to help pay for the rejected lee and He* Raven Railroad which was never
completed because the state failed to fulfill its contract to subsi-
dize the road. The town was left without a railroad, and with a heavy
bonded debt to pay off by taxation* A near panic was created; many
people sold their hay, out off timber and did almost anything to raise
the money* Many simply gave up and moved out of towai between 1670
and 1875, 301 people left* After ten years the town was reimbursed by
the state, and the repaid bonds were burned in town meeting with great
rejoicing. The result of these forces has been that the town has gone
25
steadily downhill. As Field puts it "In the settlement and growth
of our country, certain localities have fallen into decadence......
especially in Hew England. Many of these towns, once thickly inhabited,
prosperous In business and possessing flourishing educational and relig-
ious institutions, have greatly deteriorated. One of the maddest illus-
trations of this fact is the town of Sandisfield, Massachusetts."
She industries of the town from 1850 to the present have de-
©lined steadily. A box shop, the 0. D. Case and Co. Sohooldesk manu-
factures, and a shingle mill have all disappeared. Agriculture persists
on a smaller scale than was the ease a cent ry ago. Most of the present
-26-
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land owners are non-residents of the town, and the farmers do odd
joss, or take rawer boarders to make ends meet* Even though the to«n
may not hare flourished Industrially, since 1850 it has continued to
send natives of Sandisfieid to 4 1 parts of the oountry. den. Dwight
Itay, a Lieutenant Governor of fclehlganf Giles Spring, supreme Ooart
Judge of Illinois and many other prominent oitisens have been natives
of sandisfleld.
-2?-
An Analysis of Population Changes in Sandisfield,
Boxford and Oakham
the first consideration in any atudy of human institutions
should he the people th«aselves| and no fundamental analysis of a
giOttp of towns can he made without a searching investigation of the human
element in eaoh of them. Massachusetts Is a particularly tempting fielu
for regional studiea of population, for contrasts are strong and close
together. Ihe state has been affected by such a variety of economic and
sociological factors in rapid succession that the dynamic aspect of the
population problem Is most pronounced.
for this reason, the population of the three towns studied has
been the subject of careful research, 2he atatistloal data are derired
from the Federal and Itate Census documents, as far back as they are
found. The Federal material is arranged by counties, except for the
number of people in each town in the census year; so it is impossible to
get any specific town data from it. jfhe rtate Census after 1855 gives
detailed information on some points in eaoh census year; the difficulty
with it arises from the fact that there is no oontinulty in the t. pe
of material collected, and no general method adhered to in the statistical
analysis. In U16, the State Census appropriation was materially cut,
and several classifications (including agriculture) completely omitted.
The 1925 Census is no more than a population enumeration, with none of
the general features which made the previous Census volumes so valuable.
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Por this reason, the available Information about the population varies
widely in its booye and usability; and the most detailed Information
is available for the years from 1866 to 1916* with these limitations
in mind, a rather clear picture of population changes in the town can
be drawn*
2he first analysis of importance is, of course, that of
total population in each township* In order to provide a basis for
comparison, the a proprlate county and state figures are tabulated
with each township, in the accompanying tables* The significant
differences in trend between the population growth of the state,
which has Increased 1764 per cent in the period from 1766 to I960, the
counties, whose proportionate increase lies between 1160 and 1460 per
cent and the towns, the populations of which vary from 76 to 166 per
cent of their 1765 figure, show that important factors have been operat-
ing in the case of the larger unite, which have been lacking in the
smaller*
the chronological point at which the town of I andia field
reached its numerical peak oomes half a oentury before the same point
was reached in either of the other towns. It was settled with great
rapidity, for the increase in population between 1766 and 1800 was
454 per cent. Soon after the i evolution, many people wore anxious
to obtain land, and they settled on practically all types of land
regardless of its quality* While the land was being oleered, some
income was obtained from the sale of timber* Abandonment of the land
began almost < soon as settlement was completed, due primarily to the
-28A-
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to the natural characteristics of the soil* Further, when this land
was settled, there was no easy method of transportation into the
Kiddle West. Population was dense on the Atlantic Seaboard, and the
pressure of the population on the food supply was greater than we
ordinarily think of it as having been, i'hie caused much land to be
cleared which should hare boon left in forest* Boxford, which reached
its peak in 1855, and Oakham, with its maximum population in 1850,
resemble sure nearly the mid-century trend which is thought of as
being typical for Massachusetts* Xhe 1876 Massachusetts Census lists
the geographical objectives of a quarter of a million emigrants from
the state during the years 1860 and 1870* J?hia exodus was due to the
opening of the West which made available large areas of fertile level
land with which the poorer hilly land of this state oould not oompete
in food production because of its soil and its inadaptability to
labor saving machinery.
In addition to the movement of population out of the state,
there was a concomitant drift of population out of the inaccessible
towns to the nearoy industrial areas which were rapidly developing
throughout the state* The industrial ^evolution, which will be dis-
cussed in some detail later, took place during the early nineteenth
century, and caused a further diminution in the number of inhabitants
of these three as well as many other townships.
-30-
Slnoe the tread of population away from the towns was so
steadily maintained over a long period of time, it la worth while
noting whether it was a selective migration, i.e., whether it resulted
in any peculiar distribution of population by sex or a?a. The date by
sex for lilO, frosi 1855 to 1916, and for 1930 is presentad in table £ .
Shore is no great disparity between the nuuber of men and w^en, although
both Oaldiem and tend isfield see* to hare inoreaeed their male population
since 1915. In 1930 each of these towns hod s male population of
approximately 53.6 per cent, while la soxford there woe almost on even
division, the female population being * itfitly in excess of 50 per cent.
we are in the habit of talcing the age distribution of our
population for granted, as if it was fixed by natural law. «M propor-
tion of persons in the various age groups is, however, a variable
phenomenon which is a deoidl%* force In ;sany situations In the ooonomlo
and social life of a town. According to Louis 1. Dublin, the expert
population statistician, some of the Inevitable affects of an aging
opuiut Ion are conservatism in social and economic life, a realignment
In production because of a change in demand and a disproportion in
population between men and women bees me women have a much lower mortality
rate than men. In studying the age distribution ef the population In
t-andlsfiold, Oakham and **oxford It is at once apparent that the age data
*re not entirely comparable since the available figures are on somewhat
-30A-
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Dissimilar Bute. There is no way of reolas ifying the data so they
are presented a* gathered by the Federal and State Geneuses, the figures
from 1856 to 1915 are comparable however and they indicate that the towns
have a large proportion of their population In the more advanced a*
groups. This la in line with the general trend of population development
throughout the state, and indeed with that througwmt th* country. By
using a somewhat different grouping the proportion of the population over
50 for these towns ano the state is shown in the following tablet
Table 17
Percentage of the Population Over 50 Tears of Age
Oxford 20,04 25.4e
Oakham £0.06 32, 26
Sandlsfield 16.81 24 46
Massachusetts 12,62 16.64
A table prepared by 3r. Dublin for the United states shows the follow-
in* peroentual dlstributiont
&® 3TOU&g I860 1920 I960 (estimate)
Under 20 years 62.6 40.7 32.7
80-60 38.6 43,9 43.7
Over 60 8*| 16.4 23.6
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2he facts cec-m to indicate that the Massaoh setts figure for popula-
tioa over 60 years ia 1911 agrees rather closely with the general United
States figure la 1*£0, although ths tee eeri not at all el lice ln gfefeej...
fflje interesting point is that the town trend anticipates Br. Dublin's
prediction of a stationary population la 19S0, at least insofar as it
is based oa the proportion of persons ia the a^ er age group. Of
course it is not difficult to understand the eelootive prooess which
has been going on. The younger people have gme to other places to work
learing fewer people of child bearing age in the towns, and the older
people, as they retire, have coos back to the peace and rest of these
small hamlets whioh are far from great centers and untouched hi#waya.
The inere&Binf conservatism of many towns can be perhaps explained on
the bases of an aging population also. Xa fact a large portioa of ol er
people and an increasingly smaller proportion of younger ones acts
as a brake on radical experiments, and to many people that seems al-
together a good thing. One further problem ia these towns should be
acted, and that is the difficulty with which an older population adapts
itself to newcomers of a different race or religion suoh as the Jewish
Colony whioh is ooming to Sandisfield. such a large infiltration would
mate a problem In any town, but is particularly hard to adjust under
these conditions.
Another factor oi> great importance in any community is the family.
The most efficient method of providing for human reproduction anu fund-
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•cental education is by ths organisation of moaogamous families.
Fr°m th6 VePy of Massachusetts, the family has been a social
unit of supreme importance. Families were large because of the great
amount cf «>r* to be done on a farm, everyone helped as *,on as he
was able. Thay were closely *nit, because of the community of interest
which the members felt in the success of their *>int business under-
taking, the farm. 2he family also provided a life which was rich in
experience and in spititual values even though it might be lacking
in material goods. As the numbers of people in the Massachusetts agri-
cultural towns declined steadily toward the end of the nineteenth century
it became apparent to etudents of population statistics that another
factor had entered the situation, together with the migration of the
townspeople to industrial and new agricultural areas there was a grad-
ual decline in the size of the family, This is shown in the following
table*
Table 71
Size of Families in Three Massachusetts Towns.
Massachusetts State Census 1855 - 1915
^J^'i*- BoxfordSwnber of Persons Huraber of Persons SumbelTof Persons
Tear
perFamil ; Families per Family Families perFa.il
1855 336 4.81 226 4.69 a3 4#8g
1865 306
«1* 4.34 w M
1876 264 a» 9.99 212 3^93
1886 252 4.04 206 3.66 201 4.18
There arc oWow reasons for this decrease in the size of the family
during the year. IS55 to 1915. A fundamental reason Is the decreasing
number of men and women la the child hearing age group*. Farther,
the eeoaomio pressure lessened in these towns by 1850, and with a riting
standard of living there ia almost always • decrease in the else of
family. The population history of the whole country show* thie same
tread; the mmber of persons to * family in the United States has do-
creased in ewery Federal Seasaa since 1850.
Table VIII
fflnfeer of Persons per family In the United States.
i®50 - 1930*
Tear Persons .per family
1850 M
I860 5.3
1870 5.1
1880 5.0
1890 M
1900 h.7
1910 h.5
1920
1930 H.l
* Source, federal Census
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The density of population per square mile in the towns has also
boen decreasing steadily from 1855 to 1930* an shown in Table
both in terms of population and in number of families. In tho st te
census up to 1915 a count was made of the number of ooaupied dwellings.
There has been a striking decline in these* especially in Sandisfield
where the change was from 949 in 1865 to 149 in 1915. Since a house
was considered to be occupied if it had inhabitants for a part of
the year, most of tho lost represents abandonment* Boxford, however*
has a steady increase in the number of occupied dwellings which
probably would have reached its peak in 1905 had the enumeration been
made that year. Aoeording to Mr. K. Cole* whose father was an
assessor in Oxford for many years at the dose of the oentury, a unique
situation gave rise to the increase in the occupied dwellings. Boxford
is near many large industrial areas liiu. Laiem, Beverly and Lynn where
taxes were high* while those in the town stayed on the £10 to #14
level for many years* Tax dodgers bought houses in Boxford and used to
take residence in the town during April when the assessors were at work*
ihey would then fail to declare their holdings of intangibles and would
have only nominal real estate taxes to pay. It was customary for the
assessors to try to outgoes., the new residents of the town by assessing
thou on a hypo that ioa I number of shares of a given stock *hioh they were
known to own. If a taxpayer objected, he was forced to swear under oath,
in court, that he did not possess the stocks or bonds ibr which he was
assessed, rhe assessors, therefore, regularly increased the number of
-35A-
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shares on which each April resident was assessed, until a taxpayer
was ready to go the oourt about the matter, whereupon it was assumed
that a good guess had been made, and the tax was not increased beyond
that point. In 190T, the state began to tax these revenues at their
souroe, and the erstwhile taxdodgors withdrew from the town. ?be
results are apparent in the deoline in the number of oooupied houses
fr m 210 to 168 in twenty years. She change in th location of the
dwellings between 1876 and 1925 is shown on kap 7. this is a very
interesting bit of evidence as t© the migration which goes on constant-
ly in farming areas, especially ae they are in process of partial
abandonment.
There is no regular trend in the number of families per
dwelling. C«here never was a time in any of the towns when the fraction
over one family per dwelling was large, while the rule now seems to be
about" orus family to a dwelling. For purposes of comparison on the
number of families per dwelling in the United States is included, but
the trend is of a very different sort because of the increasing number
of multiple dwellings in large oities#
Table 17,
Number of Families and Persons per Dwelling
in the United states 1850 - 192U
(Ccnsusal 1920, IX, 1266J
lag Person^ per dwo,ll*3fi Families per dwelling
leB0 5.9
.07
1860 a a
a - no data
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^£ P«r«9B» per dwelling Families ff<y dwalllBff
1H70 .
1880 5. 6
1890 5,5
MM 5.3
1310 5.2
1.11
1.11
1.12
1.14
1.18
1920 5.!
a. - no data
Another phase of population development in liacGachusetts has
boon the infiltration of a number of racial groups v/hioh were unknown
in the early days of the at «te as shown in ?abie ?ha sUte coupub
gives a careful analyei R of the nations of origin of tho forei£* born
pcpulatioa. These hare been classified into the following five major
groups for bette-r analysis*
1. British America
- including Canada, Hew Brunswick, Hova Scotia,
Labrador, Newfoundland
SOrthorn and ..estern Zxurope - including 1 - gland, Ireland,
Scotland, Germany, Holland, France, 5wi« -erland, Sweden and
Norway, Belgium, Denmark.
3. Southern Europe - including Italy, Austria, , orfcugal and Greece
4. Poland and Kusaia
5. All others
An interesting oelcotlon appears from an examination of (.he data
in table XI* Boxford, nearest the induatri 4. aeotion of the state has only
-37A-
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Table XX
Corontrt«« of Origin of Foreign Bora Population In Three
Massachusetts Towns
(Souroe • Maes. Stat* Census)
Town
• NO« F VC""
tfW.l of
S&ndi afield i j
18551 *J 2.^
18S»5i i
X875i T« 7*69
5.**0
1S95* 9« 1U.75
1905« li 1.03
1915? Si 1*37
1?55
IS65
1«75
1895
1905
1915
T3oxford
1855
1865
1875
1895
1905
1915
British
Aaerlea
12
39
33
21
18
27
22
No* t £
for, t of
|B,o*»MPopTtfl
8.10
27*27
51*31
2,86
2*81
2.86
U2.19
JL
6*52
12*90
U2.31
UU.05
H2.90
52.31
51.9U
North***
and
Weston
130 195.59
^ «9«.92
8U 192.31
65 «87*8U
*t« j 78.^9
2fc '2U.7&
21 »lU*3«
t
1
3& 191.89
e
•U3.U2
.57.1*
U3 1 67.18
23 J5^.76
20 131.25
I
39 n$m
26 183.87
.57.69
•52.38
35 .U3.75
28 1^3,08
29 137*66
—t
Southern
fo*
29
nr
of
BpratPo;ral,
I.07
19.86
6.25
3.90
Poland
and
Russia
No.
For
70
92
13
of
'2.16
563G1
20.31
L
All
Other.
210.
lor.
tx&m
2
a
1
3
11
3
5
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about one-eighth of its total population classified as foreign born,
Oakham, 14 miles frosj Worcester, has about one-fifth, while bandisfield
has one-fourth. The reason seems to lie in the per acre value of the land.
Boxford is near enough to Boston so that many commuters go into the oity
dailyi for instance, tge Boston City Librarian has his home in Boxford.
Though it is not particularly good farm land, it has value beoause it has
location. Then, too, the people are olezmish and they are not interested
in newcomers. They look upon tourists as an unnecessary nuisanoe, and
do nothing to encourage them to stay In town. In Oakham more of the land
has been for sale, and some of the vacant houses have been filled by foreigners.
In Sandisfieid the influx of newcomers has been from Hew York. An enterprising
real estate man has been encouraging the la:;d hungry immigrants to buy
abandoned farms, and also has been selling them to Jewish people who take
sunnier boarders. Many of the houses are desolate dwellings) and not too
much is to be expected in the way of agriculture from a group who have little
capital, and little or no training. As the oounty agent say* - "There is
not a good farm in the town," Further, the Jewish social agenoies in
Hew fork are concerned about their group in Sandisfieid. "They stagnate",
as one of the woman wor* rs put it. In any case, the foreign born constitute
much more of a problem in Sandisfieid than in either of the other towns.
Ihey are more unlike the original settlers than are the British Americans
«ho constitute the largest single group in ^oxford and Oakham. They have
been unable to make the expenditures neoessary to a well organized community
-39-
lifei they have a different religion, and such different living standards
that there is no evidence that the "melting pot- tradition is of great
effect.
The laft analysis of the population is that of the occupational
interests of the people, fhis study of the means by which the people earn
a living has been made from the State census data, she 1856 data are for
counties only, but from 1866 to 1315 the occupational statistics are given
in some detail by towns. Unfortunately the classification need varied
from year to year, so that an arbitrary classification, similar to the one
used by the Federal Census was made and is shown in table XII. The leading
occupation among the men has at all times been agriculture. From earliest
times in these towns we know that practically every man was a farmer in
addition to any other vocation which he might have. Doctors, lawyers and
ministers lived on farms and derived part ©f their income from their own
work on them. After frontier days ware over, there was some occupational
differentiation but the storekeepers, cobblers, etc. were fundamentally
30
farmers. J. P. Brissot de irarville says - "Almost all the houses in the
village are Inhabited by men vsho are both cultivators and art isane; one
is a farmer, another a shoemaker, another sells goods, but all are farmers."
She same condition Obtained throughout the 19th centuryj even with the
oany local manufacturing industries, the industry of agriculture remained
of paramount importance.
i?he employed women were for the most part employed in domestic
service, one of the most striking facts brought out in the occupation analysis
-39a-
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is the actual decline in the number of women so employed between 1870
and 1915. In Boxford, the number doing housework declined from 244 in 1875
to 17 in 1915 1 in Oakham a similar comparison shows 266 in 1875 and 8 in
13154 in tJandlsfield the deorea e during the same period was from 326 to
7* Since during the same period there is no concomitant increase in the
number of women In other industries these towns, the logical conclusion
is that they were drawn into industry In the nearby cities of Boston, Salem,
Worcester .Pittsfi eld or Springfield.
This brief occupational analysis offers a ready transition
to the next subject, that of the economic aspect of the towns down to the
present. With a knowledge of the kind of people in the towns it is important
to understand how they earned a living and supported the institutions which
they founded.
-41-
fh» Agricultural Industy la Boxford, Oakham and handlefield
fhe methods which a group of people employ to earn a living
often give a clue as to the times ia which they live* the area in which
they find themselves, and their ingenuity in making the environment supply
their needs . as was shown by the occupational statistics of the towns,
the primary economic Interest of the people has always been agriculture.
Doctors, lawyers* shopkeepers* ministers - all were farmers* too* This
probably accounts for the scattered way in which the people settled a
town; each farmer hud his own land* lived on it* and worked it by himself*
For a long time after the aettlsn^nt of Massachusetts* the roads were
simply trails marked by biased trees; this made transportation costs so
very high that the towns were largely self-sufficing* A few farm products
like potash* salt meat* cattle and cider were transportable because of
their high Intrinsic value; all others had to be produced where they were
consumed*
Although statistical facts about the early days of agriculture
in the state are limited* from contemporary accounts we do know a good
many things about the way in which agriculture was carried on* Thus*
while there are few specific details about the early agricultural history
of Boxford, there are several rather detailed studies of farming in Essex
County* Since Boxford has no unusual features which would make it mark-
edly different rom the rest of the oount/y, it la a fair assumption that
these general data indicate the type of farming followed in Boxford during
-42-
the period of its early settlement. It will be remembered that Boxford
«as settled almost a hun-red years before either of the other two towns.
2he ohief grain orop in the Horth Atlantic oolonies generally
wbb Indian corn or maize, whioh was completely unkaown to the settlers
when they oeme. It had many advantages as a pioneering crop, however,
and took precedence over the cereals with tftioh they were acquainted.
In Bidwell and Falconer's "History of agriculture in the northern United
states, 1620-1860", the source from whioh suggestions for much of the
following discussion were taken, the .following table (p.9) is presented
whioh was made from the inventories of sixteen estates in Essex County in
whioh 666 bushels of 6 kinds of grain were listedj
Crop Times Mentioned ^uantit.)
(bushels)
Indian Corn 15 275
Wheat 12 152
Barley 7 n|
Mt 4 66*
Oats 2 60
Eye 6 51
Flax 6
Bay 4
gose 1
It will be noticed that 15 of the 16 mentioned Indian corn. The following
Hi
extracts from inventories give a picture of the crops on specific fame.
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"Estate Heury Roffe, Kewburyj 12 bushels Indian corn, 9 bushels
wheat* £ buahesl pease*
Satate Hugh Churohman, Lynnj 20 bushels wheat, 4 bushels Indian
corn, 2 bushels barley, corn on the ground*"
Another proof of the predominance of oorn lies in the aocounts of the
food of the early settlers. Indian meal or samp was a common article
in their diet. Huong other grainewaeat was the most important; it was
receivable for taxes as early as 1640 in Ipewioh. By 1660 "wheat blast"
now ©ailed black stem rust had appeared! John winthrop, Jr. wrote in
1668 that it had damaged the wheat crop for several years. Rye was
widely grown on light sandy and gravelly soils because on them it gave
better yields than wheat} so although the colonists would have pre-
ferred to eat white bread* between the blast and the poor soil, it was
too much of a luxury for them. Barley was grown ft>r malting, and oats
for horse feed* Vegetables, mostly pumpkins, squash and beans, were
grown Indian fashion, though early accounts mention cabbages, turnips,
onions, radishes, carrots and parsnips. The fruit in most general use
was the epple because of its hardiness, and older was popular as a
farm beverage before 1700.
Livestock was scarce in the early settlements, but by the
time Boxford was settled each new town was well equipped with the nec-
essary oattle, horses aoi swine* fhe native p.sturage, mostly wild rye
or broom straw, was very poor, so that English grasses were brought in.
These) speed rapidly, and In a few generations were so oouaon that laker
oomere often thought of their, at feeing indie*nous. It was oustemary to
pasture the ©attlo together In the oare of a herdsman during the tamer
o.onths, and for eaoh farmer to provide theltor for his own oe tie during
the winter.
The work on the pioneer fame was arduous and had to he accom-
plished with primitive' tools* In the invefliurlee of Xssex County estates
•t
1636-1664 the following tools were mentioned - "bills, broad hoe, orrts,
oolter, dung fork, fan*, flail, fork tines, grubaxe, handhllla, 1 arrow
tines, harrows, hay knife, hoes, reaping hooks, mattocks, plo*axea, pltoh-
forks, ploughs and ploughirons, rakos, seythos, ahovals, eioklec, sleds,
spades, wheel barrows, wheels." Farm labor was searoe and wagers were
high£, eo that the chief reliance was on the family* In Essex County
the average sise of faros until 1700 was probably about fifty acres*
By 1760 both Sandlsfield and Osikhem had a few pioneer families
in thenj in lfCl when it was proposed in the General Court to constitute
the county of torooster, thomae Hutohlnson (afterward Governor) opposed
it on the grouocs of "the utter improbability of its ever making any
33
figure"} Oakham war settled thirty-four yearn after the settling of
Rutland, only five miles to the East. Maesr.chusetts, and Indeed the col-
onies generally, tried to settle their back areas from 1700-1776, so
that there was at the same time in the state two kinds of agriculture
-45-
going oni pioneering, the agrloulture of the new settlements like
handlefield and Oakham on the frontier, and the agrloulture of the older
communities like Boxford*
The kind of agrloulture carried on in Boxford during the period
from 1700 to 1830 continued to be a combination of cultivation of snail
areas of oereals with the raising of livestock, it was a simple, crude
agriculture, however, carried on on farms which were wearing out from
poor tillage* Little fertilizer was used, the implements were rough and
clumsy and there was little attempt at crop rotation* Dwlght said
"the husbandry of Hew England is far inferior to that of Great drittaln
—
—Tho principal defects in our husbandry, so far as 1 am able to Judge,
are a defiolenoy in the Quantity of labour necessary to prepare the
ground for seed; insufficient manuring; the want of a &ood rotation of
crops; and slovenliness in clearing the ground* She soil Is not sufficient-
ly pulverised; nor sufficiently manured* We are generally ignorant of
what orops will best suooeed each other; and our fields are oovered
with a rank growth of weeds'**
Indian oorn continued to be the chief crop; Dwight wrote that
"Maize is nearly as valuable to this country as all other kinds of corn
united, and yields a crop much more certain and much more extensively
36
useful than any other** Xt indicates that even when pioneering
days were over, the corajxarat ive advantage of maise was not ontirely wiped
out, VSheat had almost completely disappeared from Essex County by 1801,
-U5A-
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although In 1754 the legislature asbocluted the incidence of tola* atm
mat with the prevalence of barberry bushes and ordered "Thut who over
,
whether community or private person, hath any barberry bushes standing
or growing in his or their land wi hin any of the towns in this province
he or they shall cause the same to be extirpated or detroyed on or
before the tenth day of Jane, Anno Domini, one thousand seven hundred
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and sixty," Since there was no penalty for non-oonpllanoe, the law was
not effective. Rye and barley were grown in small amounts, though some
of each crop was found on practically every farm. T e barley was used
for brewing to some extent, even though cider had replaced beer as a
drink. Aooording to Adams, older was "the oonmon drink of all Inhab-
itants, rich ami poor alike...., In the cellars of the well -to-do houses
a barrel of cider was always on tap, and pitchers of It were brought up
at every meal and in the morning and evening. n Apples were not carefully
grown until after 1800; before that time trees once set out were allowed
to grow without attention to pruning or grafting.
Hay was an important crop in Essex County, and indeed through-
out the state as is shown in table XXV • Sinoe this table is taken from
valuation returns, it is probably an understatement} yet it does indicate
the early interest of Massachusetts farmers in the production of livestock.
She animals on typical eastern Massachusetts farms seem to hare been "1 or
2 horses, 1 or 2 yoke of oxon, 16 head of cattle, including 6 dairy cows,
about as many swine as cows, and on half the farms a f loo* of 10 to £• sheep.
-U6a-
Tafcle XXV
Hay-Aor e age, tonnage and yield per acre, three counties
ia Maesachusetts, 1S01.
(Bldwell and Falconer)
Berkshire County
fetal bay crop
Saglleh upland
Freeh meadow
Worcester Oo-onty
Total hay crop
iSaglteh upland
Freeh meadow
Bsse* Oounty
Total hay era*
English upland
fresh meadow
Salt marsh
Sejasary
Total hay crop
Sbglish upland
Fresh meadow
Salt marsh
39.2?5
10,717
101.251
5^.901
22,82^
17.^3
1U.G12
99.o6h
81.791
lU,6l2
100,00
72.70
27.30
100,00
U7.10
52.90
100.00
to.06
31.80
26,60
100*00
.70
U.08
7.05
S:
33.999
25. 77**
8,225
39.7^
%»3#
1^»
Ul6
12,270
12.5&2
15S.H99
80,10b
63,831
12,562
t Tone per
.87
.90
.77
.82
.83
.81
%
.80
.51
•77
35
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Cattle were housed during the winter, but In Massachusetts
they were never pampered as they were in the Middle Colonies. 2hey
furnished mo tire power, as well as meat and dairy products. The animals
slaughtered were chiefly old oows and oxen so thai, the ordinary meat
produots were poor in ouality. The butter was usually of poor grade,
also, and had to be highly salted because of the lack of refrigerating
facilities} the cheese, made in small amounts, was usually consumed at
home In eastern Massachusetts. Sheep were raised for their wool prim-
arily, and many farmers owned small flocks of them. Svery farmer raised
swine sad f attened 4 or 5 hogs, which a upplied his family with salt pork
and left a small surplus for sale. The proportion of oxen during this
period did not vary widelyt in 1767 the assessors 1 lists for Kssex County
show 143 oxen to 100 horses and in 1801, 142 oxen to 100 horses*
Little If any improvements' was made in fans implements until
about 1630, The Implements were crude; the wood isork made at home,
the iron work hammered out by the blacksmith* Four-wheel oarts were
practical y unknown before the devolution, plows and harrows were the
only implements to whioh animal power was applied.
Even in established townships like Boxford, self sufficiency
was an Important characteristic of the colonial farm; the farm family
produoed all that was needed to maintain itself* Important exceptions
to this rule were salt and rum. While the use of molasses, tea and
oeffe. increase after the Revolution, it i, unqueatlonably true that
farmers were more eelfsu.tained during this period than they erer have
been since in New England, at least.
On the f«ms of Oakham and Sandi.field pioneering conditions
.ere the rule during the period from 1700 to 1800, By 1763 a Coastal
Plain area 100 ails. wide had ^en settled and according to burner the
Sew sngland frontier m found in the western counties of Massachusetts
and Connecticut. She settlers went throng the process of clearing
eround, of planting corn Indian fashion, and in general of carrying on
a type of agriculture much like that which was carried on in *©xford
before 1700. In Sorce.ter County ganerally, though rye and corn were
better crops than wheat, grass was Jhg. product, plight say. »rhe hill,
are well suited for pasture up to their suasits because water is found
in them at a slight depth. Beef and pork hare long fomed the staple
products of Worcester County. %oellent neat cattle abound in the
County and beef is perhaps nowhere better fattened upon grass.- Table XIV
shows that the hay production of Worcester County was the greatest
of any county to the state in 1801, it supported a thriving livestock
industry which was important in Oakham, as in every other town where
paetures were cleared. In Sandisfield, a considerable part of the in-
come of the torn Mas from by-products, such ft* potash, lumber, and
maple sugar. It will be noted that these are all industries which de-
pend on the forests which the first settlers found growing thickly over
the t*ole town.
On* problem which all towns in Mass , husetts had to moot at
theend of the oentury wa : that of ourronoy inflation which sent prieo.
of an kinds to di.sy heists. Oakham tried to fix th. price of farm
product, and failed to accomplish it, as might hare been exited. The
•hole story of this hectic period of inflation around 1780 might provide
a worth-while le.80n concerning the ultimate value of currency Inflation
as a way out of hard timet.
2»e way in which land is u»ed is. of course, the moat important
indicator of the type of agriculture practised. Table XV, showing land
utilisation for Essex, Worcester, and Berkshire counties in 1801 give,
important information as to the agriculture of the time. One general
tendency was for the land in tillage to bo limited, principally because
of the scarcity of labor. The amount of woodland la lis.ex County was
about 1/4 of ail the taxable land, while in Berkshire and Worcester
County it made up about 3/6 of the land, i,e,, in the newer area, the amount
of land olBared was appreciably leas.
By the end of the century, there began to be a constant movement
of facers away from ma.saohueetts. As has been noted, the pea* of pop-
ulation for Sandisfield was reached in 1800, while oakham and Boxford
showed no diminution in numbers until after I860, though there were people
constantly going out of the towns, and others moving in to take their
plaoes. The papers and books of the time are full of allusions to this
emigration of population. For instance, de warvillc in 1788 noted that
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only on* third of the land was under cultivation in jiasBaohu setts
(which mat have been an oyer estimate) and remarked that It eats diff-
icult to aay when the rest would bo, considering the emigration to the
Seat and Jiaine. It is unfortunate that no contemporary statistical
records were made of this movement, tat that it had an influence on
the future history of agriculture in the state there can he no question.
The people who left were the young and energetic as well as the most
unruly of the younger generation. Dwight in his "Travels" enumerates
n
some of the reasons why people migrated to new landsi
"In the fonnation of Colonies, those, who arefirst inclined to
emigrate, are usually such as hare met with difficulties at home.
These are commonly Joined by persons, sfco having large families
and small farms, are induced, for the saite ox' settling their
children comfortably, to seek for now and cheaper lands. To
both are alwayt added the discontented, the enterprising, the
ambitious and the covetous, kany of the first, and some of all
the classes,
-ire found in every new American country, within
ten years after its settlement has commenced. From this period,
kindred, friendship, and former neighborhood prompt others to
follow thorn. Others, still, are allured b the prospect of gain,
presented in every new country to the sagacious, from the purchase
and sale of new landsi while not a small naaber are influenced by
-50A-
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the 'brilliant stories* which everywhere are told concerning
most tracts daring the early progress of their settlenent*"
From 1800-1840 Massachusetts agriculture wa making the shift
from a self-contained, self-sufficing type to a commercial agriculture.
Periods of adjustment are always diffioult, and this ons was no exception;
in retrospect, its eventual accomplishment foretolu the economic downfall
of the three towns, though at the time, the farmers did not grasp the
significance of the movement which was sweeping them along* Among the
important forces in this movement were the farm organisations which were
joined by all kinds of professional men who wished to disseminate the
Knowledge of foreign and local progress in scientific agriculture. In
Pittsfield. in 1807* F.lkanah 'atson exhibited two Merino sheep on the
village green; in 1810 twenty-five of hie fellow farmers joined him a
cattle snow and these exhibitions formed the nucleus of the Berkshire
Agricultural 3Coi..t;, which was incorporated in 1811* There was also
u Cattle Fair at Eardwick at which Oakham farmers doubtless exhibited*
One o the first results of these shows was to improve the livestook of
40
the furmars by offering premiums to successf ul exhibitors* The results
of these privately donated awards was so great that the Massachusetts
Q neral Court granted State aid to the societies annually after 1819.
liaoh society which raised and iorested £1,000. was to get .200* a year
and a proportionally larger sum for larger investments up to y600*
a year, mm 1819 - 1846 Massachusetts distributed ^116,000 to the
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agriculture societies*
The effects of thee* societies on faming can well be seen
in the V. eri no eheep orase which began in 1800 with the inoreased de-
mand for high grade wool, and which was accentuated by the pramlues
offered by the agricultural societies. In 1815 there were reported
to be 8,000 sheep within a mile of Plttsfleld, at least half of which
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were three quarters Merino or better* Shin shows the effects of the
speculative mania, the existence of which is further shown by the fact
that in 1807 a full blooded Merino lamb was valued at $100 j but by
1809-1810 rams of this type cost ,1,000 to ^1,600 and ewes sold for
43
f1,000, In 1810 the United States Consul to Portugal bought 4,000
Merinos and shipped then to this country, thus lowering the price
Of Merinos very effectually* but long after 1610 the results of this
Merino erase were seen. In 1818 Saxony sheep were introduced and re-
ceived so well that by 1826 2,600 were imported} they were grown in
all three of the towns; Sandisfield, like other hill towns in the
Berkshire County, was particularly adapted to sheep and by 1838 it
became evident that wool growing was causing farmers to pay less at ten
-
44
tlon to cows and swine. Newertheless dairying was important, and
Berkshire butter and cheese were well known in the Hew York Market.
Worcester Oounty continued to put most of its energies into stook
raising, and many observers noted the advantages of pasturage which
it had to offer. For instance, J. 0. Gray, writing in the lew England
-63-
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£3mSL 8tat0d that *•* a*ie up the greatest
.tap* of the
interior districts, and that corn, rye, oat* and grasses war* grown
to food the oattle during the winter. Dairying .a. carried on la ,1.
moat every town in the state, and the mil* potion per cow was
inereaeine HI the time. In 1800
, 70 to 100 pounds of butter, or
from SO to 150 pound* of s*i* miik chees, wera ^ prQ_
auctions for ordinary Massachusetts oows, while in 1830 the a^unts
had inc eased to 166 pounds of butter or between 800 and 400 pound,
of cheese. Swine improved very rapidly, too, and were found in all
*airy wglon8f whw„ ^^ ff| on gU^^ ^^ i^g ^
the
Bi?15njlife.of th« ,rte caaal WMtertl a^ttttog in swine and salt pork
was keenly felt in Massachuaettaj in 1830 Worcester County sold
2.000.000 pounds of pox* to Boston, while in 1836 it was buying western
pork.
lb* crops of this period were varied and by 1830 many of
them were being sold off the flans, especially in Aorford which was
near to growing Atrial centers. Hay m 28Be* county waa bou^t for
the wow Tork market at a price of about *16 a ton.^Wh.at had practically
diaappeared because of the western competition, and Fleld^in 1829 stated
that rye was grown in -the middle and western part of the County
(Berkshire) but not enough to supply the eastern and higher part, where
the grains are not easily cultivated." Corn production did not ke^ up
with consumption, but/ farmers everywhere in the state continued to
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grow It, using a cultivator instead of hoeing it by hand* Potatoes
were raised in large quantities* a« were other root coops* Apples and
other hardy fruits were widely grown; though without much intensive o re.
By 1640, it began to be apparent that the road to suooessful
commercial agrioult ore was a long hard one* Phe competition of faotor-
ies was raising the wages of farm labor at a time vfcen farm prices
were stationary; the farmers wero hampered by their self-sufficing trad-
itions; and the home markets were most uncertain booause of western
competition* Only a few people saw the inevitable march of events and
one of then* William Bucxminater in speaking to the Concord (fcaas.)
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Cattle Show in 1838 put it suoointly*
"If more fertile regions can supply our cities with grain at
a oheaper rate than we oaa, let us not lament* Vie shall find
full employment in furnishing what cannot so well be transpor-
ted from a distance. Fresh meats* butter, hay and the small
market vegetables must be supplied by the fariuers of Hew
England, ...... It is believed that the raising of grain of
any kind is the most laborious and the least profitable em-
ployment we engage in; and we should bear in mind that grain
is the greatest exhauster of the soil* The times are changed
and we ohange with the.'.; we oannot now* as formerly, raise
maoh grain for the market*
The virgin soils tff the west and the increasing facilities of
intercourse with that region render it probable that much of
•56-
Oor vain will be imported thence $ and when no obstacles are
thrown in the way of commerce, there is no evil* «e purchase
not because we cannot produce the ssiae ootaaodity, hut because
we can produce others to more peofit.
let them supply our cities with grain* »e will manuiuotuxe their
oloth and their shoes* Our artists nay eat bread from the west -
we will supply them with what cannot be bought from a distance*"
This economic prophecy (which besides being; an excellent
statement of the law of comparative oust* is a piece of inspired common
sense) makes a fitting end to the general alsouse ion of early Mass-
achusetts agriculture and a (pod introduction to the more speoifio
history of the agricultural industry in ->oxi'ord, Oakham and candisfieid*
It is to be regretted that the Massachusetts agrioulfcunal statistics
are so sketchy* and in st many eases obviously inaccurate* Ihere are
no figures for such an important consideration as the number of farms
given in any analysis of the industries of Massachusetts until 1865*
Even the rtate Valuation Committee of 1860 negleoted this faot (which
would seem to be of primary importance} in its report* She date
for 1637 and 1846 in the volumes entitled "Statistics of lndustry,1837*
and "Statistics of Industry la Maes chusett 6,1845" are for the most
part concerned with products rather than instruments of production*
Another fundamental diffioulty with the data is found in
the changing bases for its collection,
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and the changing definitions (as for 'unimprovable 1 nd*) at various
periods* .Che latter difficulty makes the 1895 data incomparable*
as the material in Table XVI shows, farther , the state census aot of
1916 contained no provision for enumerating agriculture, and the 1326
state census concerned itself only with a bvief population analysis of
the state* The figures for 1926 from the Federal Census of Agriculture,
and for 1930 from the Federal Census, are the only ones which are avail-
able, but it will be noted that there was no enumeration of some things
flfeioh the state census did include* for 1916, 1926 and 1930 some of
the figures had to be taken frx<m the assessors reports, vith these
limitations in mind, the data are presented in the following tables
which a re as complete as they could be made under the circumstances*
In.Bozford, the Iversity of *roducts listed in the returns
of the oensus in 1 46 indicates that a general type of agriculture was
carried on throughout the town* Hay was worth three times as much as
any other crop, and by 1646 It was being produced much more carefully
than had previously been true* Improvements were coning into the field
system; the use of clover had spread; a rotation was practised commonly,
which Included, corn, potatoes and oats; lowlands were manured* Hay
was an important cash crop and farmers tried to increase their produc-
tion as much as possbile* It war still out with a scythe, and inmost
piuoes raked by hand, though the horse rake was more oommon that it
had been* Potatoes were an important orop too, they were usually grown
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in the second year of the rotation, and were planted and harvested
with the help of a plow. Many of the potato- were fed to livestock,
•ome were conned at heme, the rest were sold in nearby cities, in
1043 "potato rot" waa **« noticed and in that year the crop was
cut 20 per cent by it. Fruit continued to be important, but with 27..UG
bushels worth only lt le ovidant ^ the ^ ^
of hi^h quality. Most of the trees were of native stock, and the sur-
plus fruit was used to ma*e cider. ft, production of 30.000 pounds of
butter and cheese showed that Boxford. near many industrial centers, was
not m producing market milk *r the., other products like honey and
wool were also raised to sell. By l8*5 some changes in fans production
are apparent on the 125 farms which the census records for that year.
aUmber
°
f °°WB lnoreased ^Pialy, although probably not as rapidly
as the census figures M9ra to indiaaie
. Jho hay grora decreased by a
hundred tons, hut increased *7,000 in value - due to a higher price level
primarily. ^ production of butter and cheese was cut enormously,
but for the first time the, census records the production of 10.000 gallons
of fluid milk for market, better transportation facilities, and larger
nearby markets accounted for the change. The production of most other
produot. dropped off during this period, though it is worth noting that
*m production increased, probably under the stimulation of Civil *ar
demand, while for the first time the production of e«gs is mentioned.
tabla XVII
Agriooltura! Pmduots of Word, Massachusetts, ie37 - l9U
(Source
- ^tate and Federal Cmail )
Haat
wool
1837
1845
1855
1865
1876
im
1895
1905
1936
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T&ble XVXI, Continued -2
Agricultural Products of ^oxford, Iteeeaehusette, 1837 - 1926
(Source - "Stat© and federal Census")
lay Fruit Butter BfcetN H ney
Year t itt't Value t Am*t Talae i Am't Value i Value lAm*t tat* 1
i_
t Tfo'na
t
* trash.
t
f 1 lb.. f * , iw. $
1
» 1W.
1 •
1
1837 i a , 1
1845 • 1791 I 14,812. 27,5841 3,000! ,18, 6*5 j ^ t X07.« 10,020 1 602. 1 150 t 30|
1865 !,1664 t 21,228. t 5,020' ii0,&42j 3,711. 1 3,500 t 150. 1 t
1666 ' 1536 i 32,760. t 1 6,580: 4,000. * 900 : ISA. 1 105 i JO I
1876 • 1554 i 25,247. £6,667|11,536' 8,894i 3,016, 1 226 I 24. 1 50 i 12*
1686 | U97 ii 21,551. 20,3ll t 6,294
1 9,644$ 2,807.' * 157 i 28*
1685 33,^63 $ 7,770 t ' I
r»05 36,668 tl3,7Ji' t , i
1925 1714 5
t
i
t
9283 t
i
i
»
1 60s
< t
'
t
t
:
t
i
i
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lable XVII, Continued -3
Agricultural Product, of BOxford. *..•*,».,«., l837 . 1926
(Eouroe
-
-State and Fedora U«m u,h)
ltl>
I An't Value
183?
1346
1805
Ifitl
107 5
13£8
13J5
1906
1926
Dale*
10,689
53,032
153,517
J
I
i 167,984
t
J
I
Product
e
A»*t Value
Poultry
A«*t Value
•lbs.
lt?10.» 80,976
7,469., 71,660
80.788,, 97,U3
58,2504?
46,93711!
M67.
11,0-1.
10,916,
Includes Indian corn and Cereals
Includes All dairy products
Includes poultry and egg*
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their value exceeding $1,000.
By 1875, the number of farms recorded in the Census dropped
although the average size of each increased slightly. For the first
time total valuation figures were given for all fairu property* the large
figure of ^480,000 representing the amount assessed in the town* v10,000
of this was accounted for by the value of implements and machinery which
meant that the average investment was about $30. per farm. 2his probably
indicated that each farm had at least a plow, cultivator, mowing machine
and hay rake, 'ihe number ox animals of all kinds was declining, though
poultry (enumerated for the first time) totalled about 2,100 and pro-
duced 10,000 eggs. Other kinds of production either remained stationary
or decreased a little, with the exception of milk which multipled five
times from 186b to 1675. This indica'es what the 1875 census figures
for the number of cows is probably inacourate; it shoulu probably be
a figure between 754 and 1370, rather than 468^ Although at this time
milk production per cow was slowly increasing* the amount of milk nec-
essary to provide the fluid milk* butter and cheese listed could not
have been produced by suoh a small number of animals. By 1875 many
farmers in Massachusetts were debating the age old question 'Does farm-
ing pay?" and to try to find a decisive answer, the United States
Commissioner of Agriculture wrote to his correspondents in Massachusetts
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and the other Sew Snfland States. Kr. William Sutton of Ipswich* ^ssex
-ay-
.*1M,« 1. .„„„.
.„.„ .
.„u ,MU, iai<)r ^ ^
»~ *, ,B ln.tul0.. rMal^ la pr0Bfj,nty ^^ ^
^*~mm of
... i... „u Bltu.e.d „r wlnt ^
font M weli us in Ipartcfe.
UM
-or... a*,. ^ m ^ of Hm,m wloulMr<fw in th. ten „R the oaM ln <MtloM Qf ^^ ^
hi* ««. ^ta. or lty Qllk mre M6hijr ^ ^ .
—
.1*
,re.Mt „, nul,^ ftr ^^
1. *~P «d ..!„„. oul.rj, Inc.. « Jn 6nd tt.^ of
sool.r, proOuot. *o.M , oonoo^Unt lnorea
... „,„^
«hon«. « thi. ti™ «. th. la)PM„ ,„ „odlMd>^ mB rMai(
Of 0W« pa.tur« D.lBe all0OTd to go book to o™* Md wodlMd
.
**? t"",d 0S,°tlBMd 8t*odlly. I. 1.06 th. »..M W,r..t.r ,» .lirr.yl^,
for.., r«.„.. of >MM u.^ 10>46S>, „„, „ forMt Jb
Boxfora.
.Utouefc thovo i. bo .taM fo«. t In th. to.n.
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*he lftl and 1»S0 figures are from the Fade, al cenw. and
thay show the same trend, noted previously, fewer fanua, l.B0 culti-
vated land, a declining value for all farm property, fewer animal, ana
poultry. The products are still those of an area of genral farming,
fluid milk, eggs, fruit, potatoes, hay, with the only noteworthy
increase in the production of eggs. By 19*6, the fluid »Uk from
Boxford w«s going by truek into Lawrence and Haverhill, The P,deral
Census does not show an increase in woodland, the figures must be in-
accurate, because the townspeople generally make the observation that
woodland is increasing m acreage, m a letter from ft ft, smith,
the cisaex County Agent, dated April 4, 1333, he says, "The 1 jjd is
poor, much of it sandy and some rocky. Probably continued reforesta-
tion of this area either natural or planned will produce excellent
results, kany of the back farms, once operated, are now largely idle
or growing to forest. Talk with whose Mother's farm is grow-
ing into forests."
The agriculture of Oxford has probably reached a stationary
point now. No more land is likely to be cleared, nor is there much
prospect that abandoned farms will be repurchased for agricultrual pur-
poses, in general, the County Agent's definition of a farm in Kssex
County as « a small body of cleared land entirely surrounded by estates"
points one way out for the land owning interests of the townf the other
solution to a declining agriculture lies in the increased use of land
for forests. Both of these possible courses will be discussed later.
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Agriculture in Oakham cince 1640 has followed the same
general pattern as that in ^oxford. The agriculture has been general
in type with the major interest in the production of hay and animal pro-
ducts because of the special advantages of Worcester County for this
type of farming which h ive been mentioned. In 1645 hay was the most val-
uable product, with dairy products second, it is interesting to note
that cheese production Mi much larger than the production of butter, a
further indication that Oakham was a rather isolated area. Wool was not
important in the township, though in 164b there were .512 sheep assessed.
Other products of a system of general farming are also found, as potatoes,
cereals and Indian corn each showed a return of about v3,000 to the farmers
that year. Host of the farming was extensive in oharaoter, and during
the winter the farm family engaged, in a variety of pursuits which will be
discussed in detail in the next chapter.
By 1865 there were 132 farms in the town with an average val-
and
uation for ;. and /buildings of #1734. The town was interested primarily
in dairying at this time, with butter production increasing while cheese
ing declined. Together butter and cheese represent a value almost
equal to the value of hay. The production of corn, wheat and rye con-
tinued to decrease, as western competition made the production of these
produots unfavorable in Massachusetts generally. The oultry and egg
valuation was $750, a relatively small figure which was significant because
1865 was the first time the census took note of It. There had been another
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agricultural era,, for sultry in Massachusetts similar to that fbr
m.riao sheep, thou** leas extensive. Practicably every one, including
the Governor, had begun to keep a floe* of hens and this influence spread
into the faming areas of the state from Boston where it began, to cause
a general increase in the number of farm flocks and poultry products
after 19m.
SUe 1885 census showed an increase in the number of fame, al-
though the average valuation of each farm was declining. Instead of the
1866 figure of ,1734, the average value for farm land and buildings in
1865 was $1364, *his, with the increase in woodland which is shown in
table will, meant that land was cheaper and more people could afford
to buy farms. Shis census also made a division for the first time be-
tween fam owmr, and tenants, there were 166 owners, and 30 tenants
which also indicates that land was comparatively cheap inthe town by
1886. The number of cows was increasing steadily at the close of the
century, but the type of dairy production was changing. Although
butter maintained Its position, cheese production fell off, and market
milk was the most valuable dairy product sola. This was due not only
to the increasing demand for market milk, but also to the better trans-
portation facilities of the town, for by 1886 it was possible to ship
fluid milk by the Central Massachusetts railroad which had a station
in Coldbrook. Hay continued to be the most valuable single product.
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Table XIX
Agricultural Products ef Oakham, Massachusetts
1837 - 1928
{source - stata and Federal Census
}
lool Ccraa^a
Imp Talee |Am»t Talus lA»»t Talue I Au't
ilto
,
t # jbu. i 1 t bu t $ t bu
183? s 906
IMC il092 t 364. i 61& t 3,585. t 8191 t 3*493. t 8432
1855
» 5265 1 69 272. t 6163 1 3,650. i 116b0
1865 i 934 t TOO. l 3081 f 4,630. t 676 t 1,377. i 7669
1875 t 2532 t 2,469> t 3238 t 3,468. t 11046
1886
1686
t 499 i 119, > 4667 * 2,936,* t 3651 i 1,669.
I 1,710
i 14996
1905
i 1,206. * 2176
1925
*»
1 2430
t
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?abl« XBX, out itmsd
-Z
Agrioul tural Products of Oakham. Massachusetts
1837- 1926
(Source- Stat© and Fataral Cansus)
Ink tim* t fa&ta
toaa t #
1837 t t
L84I
,
2050 s 16,400.
uts * 1791 j 13,268,
1865
t 1497 : 27,120.
1875 j 1844 30,941*
189S j 1350 | 21,523,
1905 26,970.
1888 41,019,
tall
tAmlt falue *t film t &a't Tains
bu.
03Q£
188*6
•ill
i lbs.
995.
1808,
3276.
2347.
1163.
6161.
6500
,
975*
16906 t gas!.
13,335 t 5534,
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30,024 t 7914,
t
890 i
I
£
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* #
133160 t ' 7,989,
81180 t 8,118,
81626 i 10,325.
11988 t 1,614.
8476 J 227.
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Table XIX, continued • 3
AgricalturalProdiKtB of Oakham, Massachusetts
1837 - 1926
(Source - Ltate and federal uonsua )
MAtt
Year tAin't Value tAffl't ?alue
Poultnr
1 Aa»t Value iM't r«i«t Am't V'iiue
1039
L040
1865
1008
1875
1881
1895
1906
1925
lbs.
400
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S3b
5
I
f
*
I
1 49.
I 161.
r
1
I
1
105,405
124,063
127,898
v t lbs.
I
t
14,074.!
12,637. » 6226
0,916. t 5603
7,9d2.i
16,496. t
I
t
ft 1
$ t Do 2.
600.
1,192.
t I
t
1
»
1 260.
WOS jfi,639.
80374 » 8,006.
<6,488,**
I 6,104
20166 1
I
t 1
0a. I t«
1
1
168,434
262,036
I
t
t
t
t
,14,66i"r
28,30({
t 46,4<$
1
t 9
1 1
*
- Inoludea Indian Jorn and Cereals
**
- Includes Poultry and fcgge
- Includes all Dairy ?ro«uotB
while of tilled crops potatoes were the mott widely grown single veg-
etable in the town* Agrioulture machinery listed in 1(365 for Oakham
includes 91 plows, 75 harrows* 65 cultivators, 46 horse rakes, «T
rawing machines, II feed Gutters, 14 seed sowers, 12 horse hoes, 11 hey
cutters, 7 tedders, 1 horse power, and 1 threshing: muchinei so it is
evident that a large share of the «>12,823 investment in farm machinery
was for implanrnta used for the production of hay.
By 1906, the number of farms hat deollned appreciably, as had
the cultivated land, and the number of farm animals. For the first
time, the value of dairy products exceeded the value of hay, and the
two together v?ere worth four times the value of "11 the other farm pro-
ducts of the township* Fruit production increased in value during this
time, for fanners were paying much more attention to pruning anl spraying*
Farms were being abandoned, and woodland was increasing in acreage, though
according to the 1905 census the woodland acreage declined* In 1915, however,
when the state forester surveyed the lumber resources of the township the
total acreage of woodlana was 8,562; so the 190C census figure is probably
low. She Federal Census figures for 1925 and 1930 enumerate simply the
woodland in farms, so the figures fall short of the total acreage of
woodland in the town by several thousand acres. The figure for "all
land in farms" declined from 1^,254 acres in 1895 to 7,578 in 1930,
and since the totalaoreage of the town is 13,532 acres the differenoe or
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L>,6ii7 acres should probably be added to the 4,015 acres of woodland
ehioh the census enumerates* making a total of y,70i aoree of woodland
in 1*30. The number of cows from 1905 to 1925 declined by 300, but
the figures on production are not comparable; so the change in value
of the product is not apparent* Dairy production apparently is not
altogether advantageous in the town* for the Coutty Agent* kr* G* *• E.
Story, in a letter dated April 6* 1933 stated "Onkham has been a real
problem for us since the agricultural production has been declining,
for a number of years* we find that there are some able young men
coming along who may possibly de velop something in the way of poultry
to advantage, although markets are not as satisfactory there as in some
other sections of the country. *© feel that orcharding, and to some
extent, dairying* do not have as bright a future in that locality as
in laany other sections*" ?ha reason stay dairy production seems to be
somewhat less advantageous than was formerly true lies in the fact that
the £0rooster milk shed is very large, and that towns near to the city
haw* a decided location s dvanta<e over those at some distance* At
present, the farmer who can develop his own milk route is the one who
makes a profit in dairying* and Oakham is too far from *orceeter for
that to be possible. Country sale to wholesalers is not profitable in
competition with areas which have oettor dairy conditions than Oakham,
so that the farmers in casting around for something to substitute have
decided to try poultry production, *. C* Monahan* oultry Specialist
of the Extension Service* suggests that turkey pro ucticn is one possible
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solution of the poultry problem for the town is cola, the land heavy
^ the comparative advantage for egg production is not very great, it
iff* certain that agriculture is in a static situation in ft, town,
and that future change, will be gradual and in the direction of a return
to a more or less self-suftioLm agrioulture wJth ^^^
from the sale of lumber, or the care of summer visitor..
Sandiafield ha, had a history not unlike that of the other tec
towns, although its agricultural decline ha. been even more marked, ,»
1845 the WinS product was hay with chee.e and iaupiG 8Ugar ranklag
next in importaaoo. Cheese has always been a product of far*, which are
in relatively poor location., and for year. Sandiafield mU aaay %ons
of cheese each year to dealers in Hartford, Connecticut and Hudson, Hew
Tor*, Eandi.fi.ld had for many years the largest production of maple
sugar of any town in the stats, ana even back in 1845 the annual value
of maple sugar exceeded #10,000. *hie indicate, that many area, in the
******* W9re n™T cl9a™d of tree., and that the woodland on
fama ha. alwuy, been n important adjunct to general farming operation.
I« Sandi.fi eld. *he mU production from approximately 2,*» sheep,
978 of which .,re Merinos, was also an appreciable factor in far, incoo*.
By 1866, the Census enumerated 189 farm, with an average si.e
of 163,6 acres, iho .erne general type of exten.ive agriculture was
.till
predominant with the mm products (hay, chee.e and maple sugar) in the
first three places,, the number of farm animals wa, steadily declining,
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as were the quantities of animal products; am sinae no concomitant
Increase in other products appears which would have enlarged the income
of the fanners, the probabilities are that even in I860 they were beginning
to have a decided decrease in farm income and prosperity* One handicap
was the lack of good transportation! railraode were built by 1865 but
none of them touched iiandi afield.
By 1885 the number of farms had declined to 161 while the average
size increased to £08 acres, a natural kind of expansion on cheap land.
II
la the previously mentioned article - "Does yarning in tie* j&gland ?ay?"
the Berkshire County correspondent reported l&uoh of our lanu. especially
in the hill towns, has been hard run. without anything being done to keep
up the noil. Such lands are very cheap. The only objection to them is.
first, we have later springs, which make plowed crops more uncertain,
but for grass they are excellent. J*hen when they are away from railroads
a disadvantage is seen." Bay on these farms was not only the est crop,
in many cares it was the only crop which could be produced} and so hay
and uniiuul products oontinuedto be the largest aouroes of farm income.
Cheese decreased enormously between 1865 and 1885, while fluid milk pro-
duction increased at a very rapid pace. The milk was carried to nearby
towns and shipped to Springfield and Hartford, but the very fact of the
extra haul made its production less advantageous than that in towns through
which the railroad passed* Another aspect of farm production is shown
by the equipment owned by the famers, which had its highest valuation in
-6bA-
Table Xtt
Agricultural Produete of Saadiefield, ftaeeaohueett?
1837 - 1926
(Source - state and Federal ^eaeue)
I2PJL
Year Am»t Value
I l08.
1639
1845|6476
1966
1S65|15&4
1875 1642
1986,2660
1095;
1905.
19£6i
i
—
«
l&iW Corp.
iAci»t Value t Ar*| Value ijta't Value tim't Falui
v
3200.
t 1976
t 3420
•
f 1931
( ] 1173
1
4041
t
1
bu<
1186.
t
6636
3420** 4900
28*6* 1044
1178,1 2601
2024.
g
6324
t
t
» 1117
|
1
2175.
8400.
1879.
,
1696,
,
3027, i
1597*? I
li38<e*
I
I
- -JL
i eu, «V « ftms
t t t
t 16411 i 6437« 4181
I 16000 i 5626.: 8301
i 17036 i 8617. t 3396
s
14372 i 7821.1 *257
13183
, 6780.1 3377
t
I
t 18*7
t
S
4974
20,905.
26,300.
66,030.
36,7^.
33,125.
31,823.
46,294.
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Table :oa, Continued »2
Agricultural Products of Sandiefield, ^aaeaohusetts
1837 - 1925
(Source - state and federal Census)
Fruit
tear j Ain't 7alueiAm*t Value
Oheeee
|Aa*t Value i i»»t Value i An*t Value
I „ | lbs, f
1837 | t i
1845 t 280 i 35.t 24,166 il».-10. 840,530 t
1856 i 124,790 t
1866 t
I 1,167. (19,344 i
1875 | 6,146 il f 637. 140,766 i
16B5 > 44,960) 6,491, 153,403 t
1896 s 1,637.
1908 t 6,196. i
1926 «
1.
2,498
j
1 ,490 t
1 t lbe. $ j lbs.* ,
» t »
4,178. |283,460|14,174, 300
1
37.
4,l31.tl76,700 t 17,570t 160
»
26.
6,770, 1 180 ,814 s 32,646 1 108i *7.
I2,113,i 40,768 t 4,675, 215 j 61.
12,366., 7,286 i 779
t
1826 i Iff,
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fable XXI, Continned - 3
Agricultural Products of Sandisfield, Massachusetts
1837 - 1926
(Source - Btate and Federal Census)
Animal
iAm*t rein*Tear iAn»t Value
Poultry
titan* t Value lAm't 7sine |Am*t Telue
ilbs. t V libs, | # libs* 1 I i do*.
1637 i t i t >
1845 146,271 t 10,239. l t t
1855 i 76,055| 6,080. l i t
1865 i 81,973: 14,755. l 29,030t 3,116.
*
130.
1876 j 69,300! 7,421* l!24,049i 10,233,i 217tfi 932. i1 8,3Jl
1666 t 54,264
t
6,462. )151,7^6il0,427.t 7581
1
949. ( 12,489
1696 t I t 10,624,
i
1905 i I | t84,439.i
19S6 i i i i l
1 t t
1 : 1
i 10,881
oais.
356.
2,254.
2,8ys.
,
7,7*7.
240,240,
152,Ji,Oi
<» - includes Indian Corn and ^areola
? - Includes All dairy products
© - Includes Poultry and Eggs.
18fc6, There wore Ml plows, 13? harrows, 75 hay cutters, 61 horse r ices,
£7 sowing machines and 33 cultivators owned in the town besides a variety
of implements suoh as 1 horse tedder, oto. The overwhelming importance
of hay in the town is shown by tho large number of machines exclusively
devoted to it which were owned, Tho production of fruit was increasing,
while that of maple sugar was dedining in 1865, The decreasing produc-
tion of sugar orchards was due to the poor condition of the trees; the
change in production from 146,271 pounds in 1845 to 64,254 pounds in 18B5
is very striking. It meant much lower inoomes to some farmers whose in-
comes had not been unusually high anyway.
By 1906, the number of a -res of all lend in farms had declined
about 25 per cent, while the acres of woodland practically doubled in
10 years. The general tendency to a downward change is marked by the de-
crease in the ncanber of farms and the number of farm animals although
the value of farm prociuots increased due to the rising prioe level which
appeared by 1896* The acres of woodland enumerated in 1916 by the state
forester included £2,490 acres with about 6,000 acres of brash, swamp
and idle land. By 1930 the number of farms had declined to 53, and the
farm acreage to 11,076 although in 1895 it had been 32,755. Produots
were declining although oultry and egg production and dairy production
held up sonewhat better than mi^t have been expected. The Oounty Agent,
E. J. Talmage, in a letter dated April 4, 1933, explains this by saying
"There is some dairying and oultry keeping going on and the Jewish people
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use quantities of chickens and eggs for home consumption. The amount
of dairying ma on the increaca several yoare ago and the prico of -ilk
advanced and at that tine and at the present tlue a truckman picks up
milk through the towns of Sandi afield, Otla v Washington and beckat and
truokB It Into Springfield. As far as I know there is not a single first
class, up -to date farm in the town •••*«Zt is unfortunate that so mush
of this land in the first place was cleared of roods and I believe that
much of It will have to return to woods*" The extension specialists
when asked about tho agrieiltureal possibilities of the town, shake
thoir heads and confess ihat they can see no way out except through
reforestation or recreational use of the land* That this is actually
what is occurring is shows by the fact that bandisfield ranks ninth of
all the towns in the state as to the percemage of land held for re-
creational purposes. It has 60*9 per cent of its total land resouroes
used for this purpose, and it is interesting to note that among the 12
towns chich ranked first as to the percentage of recreation 1 property
in tho state it is the only town off the seaooaet*
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Hon-Agrioulturbl Method b of letting a Living in Boxford, Oakhsa*
and Qandlsfleld
It was tho intention of Great Britain in founding the oolonles
to uwke than the source of agricultural raw materials lor her industries.
The early settlers of ^oxford worked hard on the land* bat the poor soil
and h&rsh elimnte were not favorable to large scale agriculture. They hsrfJ
to find other products, and the great abundance of lumber, an immediate
natural resource, provided them with a rue material for making potash,
lumber, and ships* After 1710 Essex County shipbuilders used ship timbers
which were out at the saw mills in boxford. These small sawmills were op-
erated with water power, and were used partleul rly to cut the white jine
which grows so luxuriantly on the soil of the township*
In 1663 a small iron working plant was built and operated by the
.fion. v s, a famous f&uily whose name is still a. sociwted with iron twrks,
though no longer in kussuchusetts. The ore found was bog ore, a type well
adapted to supply castings end hollow ware, which were among the first nec-
essities of the colonists* In 17£6 a tannery was began which supplied looal
noeds until 1600* Beoause of the cost of woolens it was custom jy to make
clothing of animal skins, especially the waistcoats and breeches of the men*
So far as can be discovered the other Industries depended upon natural re-
sources, also i there was a town oooper who used the r • rd woods which were
unsuitable for ship building, a oabinet maker who constructed furniture from
wood locally cut, wheelwrights ana bluaksmith* who probably made crude farm
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lmplements from the oat t iron made in tovnj and a basket maker whose raw
mater lalo were also to be had from the woods*
During tho Revolution economy and patriotism combined to euoour-
age evt.n greater efforts at self sufficiency on the part of farm families.
Hevorthelass, the industries mentioned continued down to about 1800 with-
out m oh change in set up or amount of product* and although some of the
products made were sold, by far the largest number were used within the
town* 3y 1800 both Oakham and Sandi afield were well established and they,
too* had sawmills and gristmills, potash makers ail basket makers. In
Oakham there was a fulling mill on the Tttttland-B srre road which contained
simple machinery for shrinking and dressing the doth which had been spun
and woven in the farm houses. Combined with this was a set of carding
machines which rspared the wool for spinning* Although in many places, the
business* carried on by these mills was interrupted in cumraor by the failure
of the streams on which they depended for water power, the Oakham stream
supplying the fulling mill was said to be "as durable a stream as in the
oountyv In all probability, each town also h9d an itinerant shoemaker,
although the day when the farmer made up the year's supply of boots, and
shoes during the tlnter was not entirely orer* This itinerant oobbler
It
was a fixture in Oakham by 1790 1 he visited each family In town *m< stayed
long enough to make its annual supply of shoes* -:ach member of the family
in turn stood on the floor and had the length of his foot marked off with
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charcoal, The showmaker thm celoted from his supply of lasts the one near-
est th t measure and made up the style desired. The matter of choice was
decidedly limited, although one could have low shoes or brogans, or hijjh
64
boots.
Most of the people who worked in other industries were also farmers.
lb Tench coxe observed in 1794 -
MThc <;e of the tradesmen and manuf oturers , who live
in the country, generally reside on small lots and farms,
from one acre to twenty $ and got a few upon farms from
twenty to one hundred and fifty aores; which they culti-
vate at leisure times wl h their Own hands, their wives,
children, servants and apprentices, ana sometimes by hired
labourers, or by letting out fields, for a ptrt of the pro-
duce to some neighbor who has time or farm hinds not fully
employed, This union of manufactures and farming la found
to be very convenient on she grain format but it is still
more convenient on the gracing and grass farms, where purte
of almost every day, and a great part of ever.? year, oan be
spared from the business of the farw, and omployed in some
mechanical t handyoraft, or aaau f.-icturing business, these
persons often make domestic and farming carriages. Imple-
ments, and utensils, b 41d houses and barns, tan leather, and
-7Ji-
manuf cture hats, shoes, hosiery, cabinet work, &nd
other articles of clothing urn furniture* to the great
55
convenience M0 advantage of the neighborhood."
It is evident that these industries which were largely yart-
time occupations for farmers were not "manufacturing" industries in the
ordinary sense; that is they did not produce art o lee for s wide market,
nor did the people engaged in them depend entirely upon the income Je-
riwod from then for support. In this sence there was little manufactur-
ing In the three towns, or elsewhere in Hew England by 1810. By far the
largest number of products listed as manufactures in the reports of the
period from 1790 - 1810 were produced in fane houses for family consump-
tion as homespun cloth, soap and oandles, or worn made by Tillage trades-
men for local demand such as lumber or leather.
In the period from 1810 to 1860 them took place in New England
s/
an indutrial revolution, comparable in many ways to that vhioh took place
in JEnglanu about 1760. £ower machinery replaced h&nd tools, the place of
manufacture war transferred from farmhouses and craftsmen's shops to fac-
tories, and railroads were instrumental in breaking down the isolation of
rural communities. As has been noted, this period also marked the • avel-
opiaent of a different type of agriculture and, Indeed it was largely be-
cause of the increased home market in Industrial towns that agriculture
was able to change from a self-sufficing to a ooranercial type. An inter-
looking feature of the industrial and agricultural revoluti ns in Sew
Snt-land, was the transfer of the so-oalled "homespun" InduBtrias from
he farm households, ft booh as a cash income was availabls from the sale
of 1,001, pork or butter, the farmers began to buy good, which they formerly
produced thawelves. This «a| particularly true of woolen cloth, which
had entailed much hardship upon the women of the household. However,
this very shift caused a further depopulation of the towns, fer there no
longer were home ooouputions, especially for the dangers of the farm
family. These women either moved to urban cent err, or undertook new in-
dustrial occupation* each as sewing shoes, plaiting straw hats, or working
on the Production of ready-to-wear olothlnc, at home. Most of these pro-
ducts had been made at home for I lon^ time, but the sale of them was
new. m the Hew 3ngiP nd tfantmr for 1824, there is a discussion of the
methods of the 9fete»of *ebster who "give employment of hundreds of store-
keepers «ho send their wagons to take the yarn, colored am white, which
they give out to the farmers, as far as forty miles away where it is
woven into checks, stripes, ginghams, an) they are »aid in Vest IndiaDO
goods." This illustrates the lengths to which the people went to utilise
the surplus labor fore* on farms, for hnblt and trad it ion required that
all well persons should be producers as Well as consumers. It also in-
dicates a transitional type of prodetion which sometimes ooonrs between
the domestic and the faotory system, and is known as the "oonanlsaion
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ystem". The anployer was a merchant who provided the raw materials and
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Bold the finished product, paying the workers on a commission basis.
After 1630, a gradual development of factory industries in
each of the three town, is 6hown in the state ceneu.. Bren though in-
dustrial cities were growing rapidly nearby, the towns continued a diver-
sified manufacturing lor half a century. For the most part the indus-
tries were those based on nearby resources suoh as tanneries, sawmiU.
or sash shops or those with a small local market such as horse shoe,
or plow making.
An attempt has been made to approximate the length of time
which the various industries lasted on charts II, HI ana iy. since
the few written accounts of the town, do not indicate exactly when the
colonial businesses began or ended, the early data are approximate only.
For the year, after 1834 the date, of any industry are considered to be
those of the ftret and last census in which mention of the industry is
made, except in eas.s where townspeople with exceptionally long memories
were able to supply date, between the cens ,„ years. In a few c^.s. when
an industry wa mentioned only once it was omitted from the ohartt but
the diversity of rnnuf eturing interests is clearly shown. Before dis-
cussing the manufacturing interests as suoh it is worth noting that up
to 186S tho census enumerated a variety of products which were still
m.de by families at home.
In 1845 the boot and shoe industry was being carried on at
horn, in each of the towns; Oakhtm reported 3,650 paiw of boots and 150
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paire of shoes valued at v5,670, while »oxford had «*£fc pair* of boots
and 15,400 pairs of shoos valued at .£11,241 and kfincigfield made 4,766
pairs of boots am 820 pairs of tmoes valued at £9,303* By 1856 Bozford
produced 61,oi.O pairs of shoes valued at $52,550 with the labor of 50
tsien and 47 women; Sandiafleld made 6,700 pairs of boots and 1,100 pairs
or shoe* valued ,650, and Oakham failed to report any shoes made
at home at all. In the 1865 State Cenau* none of the towns reported the
manufacture of boot* and shoos. £ » M **lai»j - %fyo?s> ioart V&sUv^fc
The early part of this period marks the en<3 of the seoond phase
of the "domes tio stage" In the production of ihoes* The extra capital
which was tempted into the shoo Industry brought severe competition for
order*, and brou&ht about specialisation to secure rapid work. £he stand-
ards were lower, and unskilled labor wae hired to do the cheaper work. *e
the worker* multiplied the number of "ten-footers" or small shoe shops,
which were approximately ten feet square. Increased in number also* It
v*j customary Stir each man to out uppers anil soles out of skins and side*
applied to him* If he out unwieely he had more leather scraps to sell
to the eorap buyer - which meant a profit for the shoemaker and a loss to
the capitalist* To offset this the central shop system developed) the
stock wa< out out at one oentral point and we* {riven to worker* to do th
necessary work on the upper*, that 1*, the stitching of seams, binding,etc.
then these uppers wore returned to the oentral shop* They were again
-75A-
Tablc XXII
Types of Manufacturing ^stabllabsents In Boxford, Oakham and
Sandlsfield, Massachusetts, 1837-1905
(Source - Massachusetts Stats Census.)
Types 1 1817 i 18*1 ( 18«5*5 1 18ft
,
t 187*5 : 188*5 i 18<K t 1%*5
I.S^lj.O. t SeBeOe tS.B.O.lS.3.0.
Boot* and Shoes ll
*
t
Cask Shop 1 •»l
Carriage Shop tl 1 1 1 1 l ? * * t 1 1S A 4S
Chair Shop 5 A * a si Si 1 il• A
Cigar Shop i :1 11 •9
Drutra and Msdlal&eaa-t* wn^ip wuiu re v^*Ava<'*''a j1 J
nmr will * * 1 1 1 tl 1 3 il 3
Furnace Shop ! i
Harness Shop 1 il ll 1 i
liquor IA
Hatch Shoo Il 1 1 A * A 1 A
:1 ll ll 1 |1
t
Metallic Ware »3
Mittens i 1
Paper Mill •iti t
rUBUuf W<»AA
i i
| 1 : 1
Plow Manufactures 1 1 1 a i 2 «2 1 il tl
Powder Keg. 1 1 i l
tU h 2Saw Mills «6 6 3 |2 2 1 2 1
Shoe Shop 1 1 ! 1 i 1 1
Shoe Pegs
s2
1 i 1 1
Tanneries q i |2 t
Wool i\ 1
1
til 1 i
Cotton t i t 1 I 1 t
Tobacco :1 tl 1
!l 1Wire Goods 1 | I : 1 i 3* » 1 3
Wooden Boxes »3 l (2 11 tl t
,«,.,.
, ,
Totals tl2 2 f ill 3 ill 10 5 tlUl0l2tl2 611 1*1
X \ t f J
• Wo figures for n&khsflu
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given out with the proper number of soles, and the right anount of
thread, to "makers" who would finish the shoos* A.fter 1620 shoes wore
56
made without heels, or with but one lift. Up to the forties the shoe-
maker had used tools similar to those in use for hundreds of years* Bis
kit had knives, a lap stone and banner, awls, & stirrup to hold the
shoe in plane on the knee, pincers to pull the leather over the last,
nippers to remove tucks, needles and hemp thread, and a shoulder- stick
59
for polishing solos. After 1845 machinery cane into goner .1 use, the
"skiving** machine, sole outter, pegging machine, and sewing machine,
followed each other In rapid sequence* The lasting and bo ttoning of
sewed shoos continued to be done by domestic workers until the teoKey
machine (for sowing Roles) and the Goodyear waiting ia chine put an end
to the Domestic System,
Besides boots and shoos, the Uensu* enumerates torn other do-
u.estic industries* Oakhaoi in 1837 was making straw bonnets and pain
ioaf hats valued at ;?7486, the plaiting and sewing of which were done
at odd times by the farmers* daughters* In 1645, £andisfield produced
"wooden ware" valued at £16,699. and in 1665 at #600, The Hew England
Yankee was famous as a whlttler, andthis rough oiasslfioatlon probably
included such produots as rolling pins, towel rollers, twine reels,
match boxes and yen holders. Other quasi industrial pursuits existed,
for instance - Sandisfield reports the maniaf oture of bricks valued at
77
m*. and the quarrying of building atone valued at $400 in 164,6. a>M
by industries supplied an important part of the fan, income up to I860,
thou,* a. lat. as 1876 ****** report. 20 women in landi.fiold working
at home on men's clothing, and 1686 Z w«n in Boxford. attd 5 women
in Oakham were reported M working at home also on clothing, ^eome people
•ere engaged in the domestic: induatires.
me industries carried on within factor es hare been classified
M to number of establishment^ number of emplcy.es. val of goods pro-
duced and mount of capital invested for the years when data were avall-
abl* i„ table mil. The number of establishments as given by the Stat.
Oensus varus rather widely in some oases from that which was presented
in table 30W t which classified the establishment, by types, because
the Census "number of establishes" include. *eeiwrights and other occ-
upation, as well as the maall factories which existed at the time. The
Census data are also inadequate in that not every concern mad. a compl.t.
return every year. »»r inatanoe the ootton factory in Oxford, 1846, re-
ported 496 spindles and a product valued at $6 ,12Q. rfille in 1666 with
612 spindlea itm*d. no return of the value of the product, thus making
the total value of the goods produced for 1856 much less than *ould other-
wise have been the case.
It is evident that the movement toward decentralised small scale
manufactures reached it. apogee in 1876. In ever.; cass that year marked the
-77A-
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maximum nuruber of establishment, and in
.audi.fieid and Boxford it also
marked ths lariat capital inv.stoent in industry Th. Bexford figure for
1875 was increased $30,000 by the investment in IBs Di« nd Match Factory.
She ralne of sped, product was largest in 1876 in Oxford and Oakham,
altheugh in Sandisfield it reached the highest point in 1865 ana declined
thereafter. The ^di afield situation in 18*5 was unique because in that
year a paper .ill was Operating, the cutout of which was valued at »«,0Q0,
aua too. the forest was cut off earlier in Sandisfield than in Boxford
or Oakham. She proportion of manufactured product, in each year which
is accounted for by the production of lumber and other promts of the
forest, as well « that of wooden articles, is seen in table mv. It will
be observed that a large share ef the total products of all industries
i« derived from the direct or indirect output of the forest. This inaicates
that the weed reseuree. of these town, have been one of their major assets.
It is worth noting that the period from 1858 to 1876 marked the peak of
lumber production in these three towns a. it did throughout Sew Sngiaad.
liassaohusett. and Connecticut doubled the value of their lumber output
between 1860 and I860. In 1885 the n^ber of sawmills in Sandisfield was
»| there were 3 in Oakham and 6 in Oxford, although in each case the previous
census does not report any sawmills. Shis wan an emission, lb r when the
Census in 1886 reported the date at which industries then operating were
began, sawmille were reported preceding 1866 in each town, in Boxford
one of the older mills was equipped with an "up and down" saw which was a
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a raritjr; it was operated In an up m* uo*n motion by mean, of water
power. She saw was attached to a wooden bean which in turn was Joined
to a crank on a water wheel. The other end was held taut by utt ohi tig
It to a spring pole. 5he beam traveled up and down between side blocks
which tended to steady the motion. while the log which was mounted on
a crude carriage, was movea forward against the saw by a ratchet. Such
a saw was able to turnout between fire hundred and a thousand feet of
lumber in a day. ?hla saw was purchased by Henry ford for his MMsm
iMKuseum because of its unique construction. fee other products made
of wood varied *ith the town. Oakham m 1865 made $19,060 sorth of
sashes and doors | Boxford in 1846 made 2,200 bushels of shoe pegs. 800
bushels of them were made in 1065, and in 1806, the last year for which
they were reported, 1,000 bushels ere enumerated! all three towns re-
ported the making of powder kegs, butter casks or cheese boxes. In Sew
Boston { a part of Bandisfield) a Hartford fim did a thriving business
in manufacturing seats for school rooms, while a chair and furniture shop
was found in Oakham in 1845.
1fce text! le industries were not begun in the towns to any extent;
although Oakham and Sandisfield each had a wool manufacturing plant which
utilised the wool of nearby sheep in manufacturing broadoloth or satinet.
In 1837, the value of eoolen cloth made in Sandisfield was #3,200, In
Oakham the value of the product not given, although it was stated that
the woolen mill had 6 looms; end in 1845, the value of the woolen 4 oth
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produced wu fi at ^^^^ ^
valuation of ,1.000 for broadcloth, and $4,000 ft>r satinet, m 1866
neither of the mill. wa8 rejorfd as being i» operation. Mention has
bean made of the cotton mill ln wMoh ^ ^^ fc
manufacture cotton yarn.wioklng and batting. |» th# wlll
ported 372 spindles and a product valued at ^46,000, in 1846. it had
456 spindle, and reported the value of cotton yam manufactured as
*M20 t in 1866. the number of spindles .as reported as 611, although
"° VaWe *" tke ^0duot ™» «^«». 2here is no report for the mill
in 1866. one other similar industry should bo mentioned, that of men*,
olothing which wa* carried on ofter 1875 in Gandi.field, end 1886 m
Bedford, in each case, this was *n indu.tr, ^ioh had a «all headquarters
where work was given out to be done at home.
Another common type of manufacturing activity was the making
of equipment for agriculture. Plow memufaoturie. were reported in Sand-
isfield from 1856 to 1905, and from 1857 to 1886 two were being operated.
Oakham lists a plow manufacturing plant in 1837 and in every subsequent
Oensu. date through 1886, iu 1885 two agricultural implement plant, are
noted. In Oakham only one nan was employed ana only plows were maie in
•ach plant, in Sandiefild the factory mad. hay rakes as well and in 1866
employed 12 men, although the number declined to two in 1865, The value
of the agricultural implement, made from 1837 to 1875 i. as follow.i
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Sandiafl+id
1837 800
1845 000
1856 800 4,000
1GS6 300 3,800
1875 14,400 3,200
After 1876 * ^parate classification was mads for agricultural l^pi*.
-eat. so w. may jUgi that .lace the .hop. MM disco ntinuedla 1896 they
were beecdas less nrefitabl., m. day wnea every country furnace .oade
east plow iroas, ft* the function of the crossroad* blac*Eaith was to
**** ° r r6palr Ms »W»r». toplcaont. M|« over. PlomaJtlag first ba-
ft*** a separate industry la soroestsr County before 1830, and with
l*r*c shops, firm, made their plow parte .ore uniform, w that they
could bo replaced in the field. This .sovsmeat. added to the economic,
of large seal, production, drove the email factories out of business,
Camas, ahop. were operated ia all three towns, there wore 4 in aandis-
fleld in 1846 with a product valued at #8,170, ia 1888 there wore 3 although
no value for the product was given, Oaifca* h«d ono carriage shop in 1855
which was o^ed by William Crawford, which reported a product valued at
2,000, In 1865, this shop mads pa 6aat water wheels, in 18»6 it manufac-
tured carriag»«again, and indeed continued in business until 1*30. U
1845 a carriage shop wa began ia Boxford whioh turned out a product valued
at WO la that year, and at 4*00 in 1865. 80 mention of a eimiiar type
of business was made in the 1865 Census, but in 1873 F* Parley opened
a carriage shop in East Boxford whioh ran intermittently for 20 years*
Another industry which was operated as an adjunct to agriculture was
the harness business* Oakham reported a value of $4,200 for saddles,
harnesses and trunks in 1646, and Sandisfield one of £180 in 1845 and
#460 in 1875*
A thriving wire sieve business was begun in 1832 in Oakham
by Stephen Lincoln, and was continued after 18&2 by his son, Willlsm
Lincoln, who patented other wire products such as dish covers, etc.
After the world War the shop was used to Manufacture Krone Manifold*
for Fords, but it Is now closed, Several other shops were opened in
1865 and 1666 for the saae general kind of sianufao taring. Grouping
them all together the following values of wire goods have been produced*
1837 - $1,2*}
1845 - 1,000
1855 - 20,000
1866 - U.,000
1875 - 8,780
1866
„ 5,000
After 1886 there is no available data, for in 18*5 the town products
were not given, and in 1905 there were less t an 3 plants in Oakham so
that no information was dven about than, to prevent infringing on their
rights by publishing private information*
-an-
other miscellaneous uanufaotures were found in the towns,
for Instance, lienor was made In Oakham and In Sandisfieldf tobaooo was
made into aig&rs in Sandiefield in 1895, and matches were made in Sandie-
field and Boxfordi but the pri oipal manufacturing industries have al-
ready seen discussed* By 1695 manufacturing was definitely declining
in the towns* a comparison of the 1865 and the 169b State Census of
Manufactures wich the 1>ireotory of Massachusetts Manufactures" for 1925
or 1950 is a no at illuminating indication of the extent to which fuotor.ee
were being concentrated. Machinery was more intricate, a larger amount
of capital was necessary and the necessity for keeping down the eost of
distribution mate good transportation vital* Although both Boxford and
Oakham had some access to railroads, sanuisf ield had none; their roads
were not good, and transportation anu other costs were too high to mafos
production in towns economical* In 1695 Sandiefieid which ranked 288tb
in population wan 274th in production of fjaodsj &oxford which was 299th
in population was 305th in value Of production, and Oakham which wag 207th
63
in population ranked 292nd in manufactures. In 1915, the state forester
in noting the Industries of the towns mentioned sawmills as being the
principal going organisations*
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The itevelopuent of x'own Institutions in Sandisfleld, Boxford am Oakham*
After the study of how the people in the towns of fcoxford,
Oakham and I-andisfield wade a living, our next interest is in the way in
which the towns hare developed* In the long run, all human institutions
depend for their stcoees or failure upon the enthusiastic spiritual support
of the individuals who ore concerned in them, ana upou the financial means
which they are willing and able to provido for their support* It has been
shown that in the beginning* ail the people in the to ens had similar cul-
tural backgrounds ano similar practical interests, but that as some of the
inhabitants left the towns curing the nineteenth century* and new typesof
people ease in the similarity ol the people in race* religion and occupa-
tion changed markedly* Since this eliminated one prop* wholehearted com-
munity support, from many civic enterprises, the other, adequate financial
support* became more important* One of the most direct means of invest-
igating this is to disoover how the town spent its money* that is* how
the ocmmunity in the annual town meetings voted that the town money should
be spent* In table aaV, an analysis has been mc.de of the expenditures of
the town of Oakha.., for five five-year periods at twenty years intervals,
including the years 1846-1650, 166^-1870, 1866-1690, 1906-1910, and 1926-1930.
Oakham was chosen for analysis beoause after looking through town records
fbr all three towns, there seemed to be enough likeness to Justify using
th centrally located town with the most easily accessible records to show
Tafcla XX?
Municipal naanow of Oakham, Maaaaehuaatta foe Specified Taava
(Souroa • Town Reoorda)
JS2SB3L
t$l, 911,21
2,000.00
1*300.00
1,312.97
2,225.15
3,500.00
3,600.00
1,600.00
H, 500.00
5i 195.00
5,020.00
5, 816.25
5,10*0.00
,7*10.00
H, 227.06
U.629.J&
5,152.80
K 690.02
5,203.02
«13.5F.^
112,502.22
»lfc,91i.7**
ilU,U*,50
115,063. go
1.8U
1.93
1.25
1.28
1.78
7. 81
3*78
3.89
5.^7
5.29
6.13
5.73
H.99
S.lU
8.92
9.93
9.0U
10.03
25.78
23.8!
2S.U1
27-n
30.00
11,205.29
U784
638
812.28
2,768.68
5.ao.29
3,68f,w
2.819.3H
1,561.25
2,3Ul.01
2,515.2^
1,997.88
M01.55
292.8§
1.775.76
1,21«».25
1,077.7*
2,000.79
l,2lU.27
5,186.71
,697.21
.2U3.69
26.U70.U1
9.787.81
$ 1.16
.U6
.61
.78
2.99
5.63
3.99
1.05
i.69
2.U7
2.65
2.11M
3*2
2.3U
2.08
3.86
9.88
10.85
8.08
50.U2
19.U8
$3,272.16
3.511.71
2.799.92
2.537.75
3.55».a
1U, 960.63
11,952.50
10,630.75
8,$U3
9.7^.59
12,271.69
11,572.2»
1^,870.18
1M35.2J
10,.
8,856.5
9.801.3
9.609.33
lo,937«?3
10, 723.^
53.5*5-33
63,271.96
76,291.62
68.995.19
U9,o84.o6
J~ X
> 3.15
3.38
2.70
2.1*
3.U2
16.17
12.92
11 .49
9.03
10.53
12.93
12.19
15.57
15.53
11.57
17.66
18.89
18.53
a.of
20.66
S2.gu
120.52
11*5.32
131.»»2
97.77
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*ot th. general demount he. been. The Oattaa record, uso* ha*. N«
kept in different fashion, at different period., and in ..... ^
growing, hare had to be ffiad. te provide an opportunity for prison
bet«o.n different periods, m every case, however, the expenditure, for
the parpo.. of providing fund, for school, highway., charity and general
Government wa. obtainable. More carefully analy8ett data i. pre.enud
form yar, 1926-1930 in Mll SW ao that a ol.ar pictor. of pr.eent
town finance, oan be had. jhc .tat. now retire, aareful town accounting,
and an entirely adequate presentation i. mad. m the annual report -
"Statistic, of liuaioipal Finance.*, All the data haw. teen analysed
..
*> jar oapita expenditure,
.inoe th.t i. perh.p. the «o.t Oelling co*.
A*riaon about town expenditures wfcioh .an be made.
»e tr«nendon« Increase in town expenditure, durin this eighty
yoar period I. shown in tabl. m. fhe .triWng increase in tax., is shown
la the per oapita increase from *1.84 in 1646 to #30.00 la l»», and
the increase in total revenue fro* *3,18 per oapita in 1646 to $9T.T7
in 1.30 is equally arresting She great increases in expenditure, have
been for education and for highway., which has been the current trend
64for all town, in th. state. Dr. ho anan in hi. tax bulletin which had
figure, for 1929 showing that the Massachusetts town revenue dollar was
•Pent in the following way:
eduoation - 32.1 cents
highways - 20*9
-85A-
Maiatenanee
Departmental
Q«neral Sot-
emraental
Protection
Health
Highway*
CfcarlMet
School
f
Cematerie*
Interest
Outlay*
Ifcpartaental
School
Highway*
K*oaieip«l la.
debtsdneee
Agency, trust,
inveetmeat
Total Payment*
Balance on Brad
Grand fetal
fable *SH A*
Manioipal Finance* of Oafchara, Maeeaehoeette,
1926-1930
(Scuroe
- "Maaeaehttsette Municipal Finance*")
25,150.761
t
1,369.22:
7»782.57*
1.760.80*
12.130.17*
*H3.96t
112.25;
3»8Ul.OO*
3,sUi.oot
3»8Ul.00j
S.OOO.OOi
2,611.00!
3s.13u.57*
5.U10.9&J
il3.5k5.53*
Ug.69
*7.91
2.61
2*» 211.93)
W.191.98:
I.396.
513.
lU.82
3.35
23.11
•79
.a
7.32
7.32
7.32
11,1*3
U.98
72.SU
10.31
82.9U
90:
33*
3".7*
7.428.0U:
1.279.87
12,023.23
55U.U5
332.50J
2U, §30.27
j
8#327.U8i
U5.OO1
7.96U.90I
$,000.00i
2, 60S.53
j
59. 027.871
U,2U3.69j
63.271.56*
$ U8.16
U6.08
2.66
i.1751
•59
22.90
1.06
.63
U6.91
15.86
.09
15.17
II.U3
5*08
112.U3
8.08
120.52
\t 25.97U.25i
23,127.88i
1
l,822.6li
593.70*
188.09]
6,b25.06
j
629.761
ll.656.92s
672.821
855.63*
ll,705.38»
7.598.71*
1
7.500.001
I
9.000.001
t
2,285.95*
U9,S21.a:
3&.^70.Ul»
76,29l.62i
L
U?!o5
1U.29
17.UU
?-35
l%.32
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XXVI A, Cont'd.
(Sowc* * "M*««*ShttMtt« ^fonioipal Haaaoaa*)
Maintwisnee
Departraantal
Saneral
ernaaaatal
^taction
Health
Caaritiaa
Schoalt
Comateriea
Intaratt
Outlays
Departmental
School
Highway*
Municipal I»~
debtednesa
Agency, trust,
inrsstrasnt
Total Paymente
Balance on Hand
Grand Total
(I 350.351 $
1,826.72:
311.10!
501 .sUj
I.SU6.05:
ll.5i8.U3:
%1.95«
602.1*7:
8,810.85:
6,911.0ft:
5#83«.UU
19*000*00
3*132.U3i
59. 213.38,
9.781.81:
68. 995.19«
52.09
51.23
3.U*
11715
3-
a,
-M
.86
1.15
16.78
13.16
u.io
36.19
5.96
112.78
18,63
131M
26,73^.15*
26,217.95:
1.978.09*
6*6.95:
378.52:
8.390.16:
2.396.73s
11.272.89:
516.20:
12.60:
12,766.761
12.766.76:
775.08:
11,991.68s
9
2,530.00:
t
1,863.22:
U3.957.Ul:
5.126.651
U9.08U.06:
$ 53.25
52.23
3.9&
1.29
^•75
lg-71
22.^5
1.03
.02
25.U3
25.U5.
23.89
U.98
3.71
87.56
10.21
97.77
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TaOle mi B
Municipal Finances of Oakham, Massachusetts,
192S-1930
(Sffuroa - «Ma*sa<jhu3*tt* 'Municipal Jlnane**")
-
- m - 1 -- idgg JQ07 1 Q9*
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education 1 137.61
»
.26 » 22U.29i .U3 : 1U8.78: .28
wWHrVVf *V0 * 168.77i .70 t 299.88] .66
Interest j 962.97» 1.83 » 899.«7« i.n » 9U6.H71 1.80
ion-Haveaue 1 10,653.39: 20.30 t 29.950.13i 57.05 : 3*. 993.29« 7U.27
Offset* to 1
ii.w* ! 28.705.2itj 5U.68outlay* 1 2,0O0.O0j 3.81 « 6,O05*U2i
Tintcipal la* t
11.U3 : 21.05U.U9: Ho.10 1 15.2Udebtednes* : 6,000.00} 8,000.00«
Refund* 1 3.00! .01 1
Agsney, trust, i
5.06 : U.36Investment t 2.6?5.39t 2. 775.5*
«
5.29 : 2,283.051
Total Receipt* : 38,358.82: 73.06 : 57.57^.35: 109.67 1 72.0U7.93« 137.23
Balance on Hands 5,186.71: 9.88 1 5,697.21: IO.85 : H,2U3.69: 8.08
Grand Total 1 i»3» 5U5.531
J. -
82.9U t 63.27i.56:
H.
120.52 » 76,291.62} IU5.32
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TaM* OT B, Cont'd.
Municipal Finances of Oafchaia, Massachusetts,
1926-1930
(Source - "Massachusetts Municipal finance*")
General
lUM
Business per-
mit*
fine* and
forfeit*
Grants and
gifts
Coiaaareial
PriYilegea
Bepartswntal
Oeneral
om~cntcTl
Muoation
Cemeterie*
Interest
Ron-Revenue
Offset* to out-
lays
Municipal In-
dentedneaa
Refunds
Agency, trust,
investment
Total Receipts
Balance en Hand
Grand Total
Total
JL221
§ 26.3Ul.OU
1U.u9U.50
6.00
U71.85
11,368.69
2,505.1*0
969.35
31*8.76
p.50
165.00
51.00
1.027.8:5
13»678.35
5.757.16
5,000.00
77.29
2,601.90
,525.78
26.u70.Ui
68,995.19
U2
Per
# 90.17
27.61
.01
.89
a.6U
U.77
1.85
.lU
.31
.10
1.96
26*05
10.97
9.52
.lU
U.96
81.00
50.U2
131.U2
JU3SL
Total : Per
—» —in in 1 1 ill 11 wOMKB^JfeflLw
9 25.325.9U
15»063.80
16.17
38.85
10,207.12
2,623.88
l,26s.oU
386.0U
70.50
lo2.00
JiU.22
S55.58
6,908.53
2,500.00
37.68
1,863,22
39.302.25
9.781.81
U9,osU.o6
$ 50.U5
30.00
.03
.07
20.33
5.23
2.53
.77
.lU
1.31
i3J6
U.98
.07
3.71
78.29
19.U8
97.77
X
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interest and debt - 10*9
public service enterprises - 8*8
fire and police - 8*6
health and sanitation - 7*8
general government - 4.6
public welfare - 4.0
miscellaneous
In order to meet these large expenditures the towns hare had to raise
their valuations, and their tax rates. The changes in town valuations are
shown in Table XXfll, and the Increases, especially in Eandlsfield. are
large after 1910. Thle is because of the influx of sumac r people who are
non-resident taxpayers* It is customary to assess susxner places at a fair-
ly high rate. The tax rates have also been raised as ia shewn by the
following figures
«
Sandiefleld 17,63 i:»,00
Boxford j,00 28.80
OaMiam 16,80 29.00
And yet even with the increases in valuations and in the tax rate, the
towns have become increasingly less able to cope with the great expenditures
necessary for a proper upkeep of the fundamental institutions of a modem
town. In order to ind cate how the group effort to provide proper ed-
ucation, adequate highways and satisfying churches has been aided by the
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outsid. world a. rviMrtil by the I tate or by «aller grcupe as th.
Homo Millenary Society of the Uongregational Chimb an investigation
has been made of the three institution, involved. The inre.tigation
of the school
.ituation has been e.peoially detailed as that repre.ents
the largest expenditure, a* well as boing the moat fundamental inetitu-
tion of a democracy.
the oohoolo of Oxford, Oakham and Sandisfieid ware among the
first interest, of the early settlers. They wore planned for soon after
the towns were established, and hare alway. been looked upon as an absolute
neoe.sUy, It is safe to sa,y that the educational facilities of the towns
hare boon equal to those of towns of similar siso throughout the Comaoa-
•ealth. The data for the schools from 1846 to ISffl are oontained in table.
In general the en. mon educational trends are apparent. The
number of schools ha. been slowly declining during the period from 1846 to
im* In iiandi.field the change haa boon from 16 to 6 schools, in Oakhsm
from 8 to 1, and In Oxford from 7 to I. This is due to the desire for
graded consolidated schools, and ha. been made possible by the use of sohool
buses. A. wae to be expected from the figures on population, the number
of children declined between 1846 and 1*31 from 261 to 102 la ^oxford,
from 292 to 78 in Oakham and from 296 to 8T ia Bandi.field. At the same
time the cost per pupil has been rapidly increasing beoause of the better
type of teachers hired, the rise in the cost of sohool supplies, and the
greater number of services performed by the schools. In floxford the sohool
-87*
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©xponflltura par pupil has increased from ,3.16 to $i6i*94| 1b Oakham
from v2.40 to $156*20 <vad la Uanuisfield from *X.90 to ;a*9*60. The towns
aould not have made this terrific increase in expend 1tara wit-hout some
outside assist taota la order to msflco educational oonditions an uniform
as possible throughout the state* the legislature has enacted a series
of lavs providing for the reimbursement of the towns lb r oortain school
exp- nsea. *he Justification for this type of expenditure by the state
lies la the fact that many of the people who afterwards go to cities to
work receive their education la country towns* and if this education is
poor la quality or Halted in amount* they are handicapped because they
oannot compete oa ane ual basis with the students from better educational
systems*
The following laws *ich hare t>eea cade to provide state aid
for schools are taken from Bulletin 24v of the department of education
entitled "Generul a.awe Bwlating to *duoat ton"s
Part 1* State "Id from Inoome 1*£5* 145* #1* n2h« state
treasurer shall annually, on or before S.veuber twentieth,
pay to the several towns from the proceeds of the tax on
incomes* which sholi. be av; labia therefor without app-
ropriation* the sums re uireu for salarles**fi>r servloes
in the public day schools rendered during the year end-
lag the preceding June thirtieth* For each person em-
ployed* such reimbursement shall be as follows.
-8d-
1* fwo hundred dollars for every person so employed who
received m salary lass than ^50 and who is a grad-
uate of an approved normal school* teachers' college
or oth«r ooilepe and had taught on full tiue at least
two years previous to said year* or whose preparation
and teaching experience are equivalent*
2* $150 for every person so employed not included in
paragraph 1, who received as salary not lees than
$850 (ft) hap satisfactorily completed one year of
professional training in an approved normal sohool*
teaohers college or teachers' training sonool, and
had taught on full time at least three .-.ears previous
to said year} or (b) is a graduate of an approved
normal school* teachers* college or other college,
and had taught on full time for at least one year
previous to taid year; or (c) whose reparation and
teaching experience are accepted as equivalent*
3. )no hundred dollars for over?/ person so engaged *»ud
not Included in paragraph (1) or (&) who received
as salary not less then v7.-j.
4* Supplementary reimbursement (as amended, 1321, 426*
*vary town in which the proportionate amount
paid by such town of every million dollars of state
tax as established by the last preening relationW for the PFPW •PPortionia* such ^^
divided by the at average membership of its public
80h00:iB
»
ior m a» *•*!*•* in motion me,
yield* a quotient le.s than ninety fire cents shall for
••oh person fbr whom it received reimbursement under
••etion t*o t receive supplementary reimbursement a.
foliows»
(1) *~» if the quotient is lees than sixty oents.
U) 1*00 if s*id qUOtient is less than sixty five cents, out
not lees sixty cento.
(3) *160 if aaid quotient is less than seventy oents. but
not lose than sixty fire oents.
(41 §lf if .aid quotient is less then eighty oents. but
not less than seventy oents.
(6) #100 if said quotient is less than eighty five oents.
but not less than eighty oents.
(6) $60 if .aid q .otient is less than ninety five oents. but
not less than eighty five oents.
80 tora *ail *•••*»• under this section in any one year
more than fifteen thousand dollars.
Part 2. Massachusetts School Fund, rhe present school funds of the
commonwealth, with future additions, and all funds reoaircd
-91-
by the ooiaaonwealth from the federal government, the dis-
postion of which is not otherwise porvided for, shall con-
stitute a permanent fond, to bo called the "kass .ohusotts
Sohool Fund" and the incorao ahull be disbursed an hereinafter
provided*
A* Definitions
t
"Valuation" shall mean the town's valuation, as
determined by the last preceding valuation made
for the purpose of apportioning the state tax*
"Assured, EMPff* shall mean the amount by which
the sum of the following items for the last pre-
ceding town fiscal year exceeded the amount re-
ceived by the town during said year under Fart I
and for the tuition of non resident pupils, in-
cluding state wards
i
(1) Salaries paid to full time principals and
teachers, not including any amounts by which
any such salary wa~ at a rate in exoesc of
eleven hundred dollars*
(2) $.50 for each teaching position held by a
full time principal or teacher*
(J) Expenditures for transportation of pupils
to the local schools*
(4) Expenditure* for the tuition in, and trane-
portation to, public elementary school, in
*1Joining towns.
(5) to the oaa* of tows haring over fire hundred
fauilie. and exempted froa the requirement of
maintaining a four year high .ohool, the actual
•xpenditure. made during that /ear for tuition
in hl&i schools in other towns."
to erery coo. the money i. di.tributed on the basis f the auount of rer ,
thouaand dollars of state tax paid by each town.
»e state also re uires town, with a ral«ation of oyer a million
hilars (which include. Word) to h«re a school nurse, and town, in a
superintend.*.* di.trlot {*iofc include, sandi.fi.ld and JuXh**) are al.o
required to have a Joint .chool nurse. All the town, are member, of super-
intendancy union.. *h. Balden, Oakham, ,axton. Jutland union was begun
in 1900, and Oak*.. aid the q{ ^ Qf ^^
the superintendent, salary . in 19 of which the .tat. paid $193.*
Sandi.field ^ the OrwlU0f aandUfl,ld# , ow|hwloit m £onaM
•uperintendanoy «hich forced in 1.03, in »m saadi.fi.xa payed v6e7.50
toward the superintendent's
.alary, and *l£fi toward hi. trailing
.xpenee..
«M the .tat. reimbursed the town for #.43.06 of this expenditure. Boxford
belongs to the Boxford. Middleton. silmington union and paid ffOO toward
*ha
.uperinte^wf.
.aiary. of ,3,000 in 19;.6. as well a. $113.19 of hi.
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traveline expenses* The state aided the town in paying this to the amount
of ^386.67.
She state also aids in providing hi#i sohool eduoation for child-
ren in towns whieh >3o not have high schools. According to the las as amend-
ed in 1930, 48 -
"If a town of lees than five hundred families does
nut maintain u public high school offering four years
of instruction, it tshaU. pay tht, tuition of any pupil
who resides therein* ••and attends a high sohool of
another town. Guch a town shall also* through its
sdiocl committee provide* shoo necessary* for the
transportation of such a pupil at cost up to forty
cent for each day»*«Xf« however, the distance be-
tween the pupil's residence and the sohool he is
entitled to attend exceeds three miles, the town
may be required to expend for such pupil an amount
up to eighty cents a day."
The state reimburses the town for the whole aaount of the high sohool
tuition if the town's valuation ieless than §600,000) if it is over
...boo, 000 but less than V1,0J0,000 &r three fourth e of the amount, and
if over „ 1,000,000 for on© half the amount. If the town expenditure per
-34-
thousand doll rs valuation for schools la between v4 and #6. the state
will refund half the tun sent by the Hchools for transportations If be-
tween '4& and $6 of the loo&l tax rate is spent lor schools, the state
fill refund three ..uartors of th sun spent for transportations if the
rate exceeds £6 the state will pay the total cost of transportation*
All in all* the conclusion is inevitable that the state has
been most generous in helping the towns keep up the schools* Shis is
a long sighted policy which is sure to bear rich fruits for without such
aid the educational system of the three towns must long ago have fallen
far below the average for the atate*
She second town Institution which is vitally important to the
welfuvo of its inhabitants is the highway system* ifoe earliest settlors
in a town planned a s.ystsm of trails which would allow them to help
one another in time of troui;l<-<* *he trails were ohanged into ro ds by
reraoving brushy rooks and fallen timber* but no foundations were built
for thuiif nor were good surfaces considered essential* colonial labor
was too scarce to warrant extra work to provide highways* After the devo-
lution the road systems in use were enlarged and improved; the roads in
use about 1800 in each town are shown on the following maps* hut the
roads were not sufficient either in number or in quality to meet the in-
creasing Industrial needs of the towns* and since the towns could not
provide the*,private companies were chartered to do so; this introduced
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the "Turnpike ;ra"* The state allowed investors who constructed hi Al-
ways, to derive revenue therefrom by the collection of tolls. The turn-
pike corn ,anise in return* guaranteed to keep the turnpikes open to aL 1
who paid the required toll, and "to provide for their oomfort and security *
by maintaining the roads in good repair* Until 1805 each turnpike was
authorized by a special act of legislature; after the passage of the gen-
eral corporation law, the route of e oh proposed turnpike was investigated
by five disinterested freeholders, appointed by the county in which the
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road was to be built t and if they reported favorably a charter was granted*
There wore ninety seven turnpike companies organized within twenty years,
in all parts of the state? in general turnpikes were most numerous in
towns whioh could not provide an adequate road system* doxf ord never had
a turnpike within its borders* Oakham was on the route o f the famous
"Sixth Massachusetts" which was incorporated June gftj 1799* The charter
called for a road "from Amherst, near William Breton's house, through Pelham,
Greenwich, Bardwick, Sew Braintree, Oakham, Rutland, Bolden and Worcester
to the great road in Shrewsbury"* Records in Worcester and Borthsmpton
show that it was completed in 1800* According to one > eed (the olerk of
the corporation) it was "forty throe miles, 112 rods long, and cost v$o 9QQQ
or $760 a mile"* She turnpike in Oakham was built during the summer of
1800, and it is still the straifhtest dirt road in the township. In 1820,
the corporation was allowed to discontinue in i'elhsm am dreenwioh because
-J6-
of the steep grade. of tha road
, ln 1829 the regt flf fh- ^
eame a free countr road.
In Saadisfieid, there were aoweral turnpikes chartered, though
most of them were newer constructed, jhey were t
U The Tenth MaasaohuaeUs which was chartered la 1800 by the
Partington Mver Corporation. It waa to follow the ?amington
Mver through ^andl afield. Otis, <W*et, Lenox. Richmond, and
Hancock to the Hew York Line. Jhle is still called «©»• old
Turnpike" today, it coat 41340 per mile for 38 miles, in 1819
it waa discontinued west of Lee, by 1854 the road was in bad
shape, and in 1888 the whole turnpike was made a public road.
3. At Fifteenth KasaaohuseUs was chartered In 1803, it waa 1»£
miles long and coet £840 a mile. It was built fro* Sandisfield
through Hew Marlboro, and over the top of Three S*lle Bill in
Steckbridge in 1809. In 1810 its receipts were #114.81 and
its iwostoent 416,533, in 1811 its receipts were $114.81 and
its inreetment £193.23 *» that it was anything except profitable
to its incorporators. In 1829 it became a oounty road.
3. She ryriueham and Sand is field Turnpike Corporation was giwen
a oharter in 1811 to open comunioat ion between the Goueatonlo
River Turnpike in Lee, and the Center of Saudi afield. So re-
cords of It exists, so that probably it was never created ex-
oept on paper.
4. The Olm hirw turnpike corporation was incorporated in 1841,
from Sow Boston to tyrtn&a® "up Clam "Ivor, down Hop Brook"
•
The corporation m r even made a auxvey for the proposed turn-
pike, because the turnpike era was over, ana the sv*stern «ail-
road coming in*
So far as possible ther« turnpikes, proposed an! actual, have been in-
dieated on map
.
Ho further information is available on the mileage or ooncii.
tion of roads in the towns until late In the century. About 1875, when
F# *» toers was surveying for his series of Ooanty atlases, he csade
large scale town maps oa which the roads were accurately looated. these
road systems are shown on maps
, jn i9£i>. shen Professor a. 0,
Lsnphear worked on the county soil surveys, he lndioated on the town taaps
the roads which were than in us**, as well as those which were abandoned.
The 19L8 road system is shown by maps also,
Jhese maps, for 1800, the turnpikes, 18Tb and 1Kb give a fair
BtHatl of the dewelopeaent of the highway system In each town.
By 1893 the state highway commission was Issuing rather full
reports on the types of roads in the towns. The statistics given are as
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follows l
»oxford Sandiafield MU
Total 56
Xntertown 36
local 18
Gravel M
Dirt
88 «•
60 **
36 84
H
86 26
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ROADS JM OAKHAM, 1800
'right - "Soldiers of Oakham".
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THE SIXTH MASSACHUSETTS TURNPIKE, 1800
Wood - "Turnpikes of Hew England".
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ROADS IN BOXFORD, 1875
Beers - Atlas of Essex County.
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in 1914 the U. 3* Department of Agriculture rave the figures
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for the roads in the towns as follows:
Boxford Saadisfield Oakham
Total 50 100 60
Saoadam 4
gravel 20 10
Graded wad drained
earth roads 30 10
Since those figures* for specified leiacts of roads do not giro the total
figure, it is presumed tAt* tin rest of the roads are "plain dirt" roads.
In 1932, ftooorrtiafc to the Cofejeiac loner of ttublic .orks, Frank
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K» Lyman, the State Department has no knowledge of the particular types
of road in each town. However* Boxford according to their records has
62 miles of road, hone of whloh are incorporated into the state highway
system. Oakham has 2,84 miles of state highway and 4b miles of town roads,
and ?>andisfield has 7.50 miles of state highway ana 79 miles of other
roads.
Boxford has always b«»n noted la Ssaox County for Us good
gravel roadsj in 1919 the Hi^iway Commissioner called attention to them
by saying "One town In particular commented upon because of the excell-
ence of its roads was boxford; and yet six Of the nine municipalities by
which it is surrounded are very much richer and better able to take care
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of their highways*" Oakham and tfandisf ield have had fairly adequate
9J-
r0adB
*
to*"* ^ wer. ivuMUi for a time during the apring.
The oosts for maintaining the highway aystmas f the towns increased
steadily ddring the nineteenth century. At first people were allowed
to "work out" their road taxes, but this was iaeffioient and unsatis-
factory, the towns and state's industrial interests caused the forma-
tion of the state Highway Commission in 1893 which was to develop a
"State Highway System". However, it was obvious that the small town
roads *hioh had no place in a state highway system had to have assis-
tance also. Beginning in 1901 and continuing down to the present a series
of acts have been passed which are celled the -Small Sown Acts", fhe
State division of Highways is charged with the duty of spending five
per cent of the annual total appropriation for state highways on road.
*hich are net part of the state system, which are located in towns having
a valuation of less than one million dollars* another five per cent is
distributed to towns on the same basis, if they id 11 agree to expend
an tonal amount. The towns maintain these roads. Ihe "8^11 Jowns Act"
of 1921 (1921,81,86-29) also supplies money to towns Jor highways, fro-
vided that the road mileage valuation (town's valuation divided by
town road mileage) is not in excess of fifty dollars a mile, and that
the town contributes an amount ranging fran $12.60 to #186 a mile (de-
pending on the road mileage valuation). In 1916 the "Western Highways
Act- wae passed (221) authorising the State Highway Commission to con-
struct seventeen specially designated roads in the five western counties.
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One of these roads was to go through Sandiefield, the so called Houte
3 from Otis to ^andisfield which had to be discontinued in 1918 because
of lack of funds| Oskh*i was located on Route 12t from Rutland to
Petersham. *he notor vehicle fees and fines (1921,90) are also expand,
ed in part (20 per oont) on town or county highways which ere located
on through routes
; and. lately Federal Aid has been available to Oakham
and Eandlsfield for through routes, also. The amounts available from
the etate and Federal funds for Oc.oh of the towns since 1900 are shown
on Sable TJX* Bia t?roat increase in these expenditures indicates that
the larger gDvernnental bodies ar© fully aware of the liu^rtanoe of pro-
viding easy aooess to all parte of the state. Obviously, the present
adeqmto hl^wa;/ system of each town has been nade ±>oseible to a large
extent by the contribution of funds fror. sources outside the town itself.
*he third institution of which same study was made is the church,
Kaoh of the towns was ohurged to provide * church for its inhabitants
in its charter, and attention was called in the hieterioal sketch of
each town to tho church as the town's all important first social insti-
tution. ?he Congregational ohurches in these towns have had the largest
membership, so it was these churches which were studied to see whether
the townspeople were still able to maintain them. Aocording to the
"Congregational Yearbook", the Massachusetts Borne Missionary Society,
whioh helps small congregations finance themselves, does not help the
-100A-
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ohuroh In Boxford; it contribute*! $200 a yaar to the Oakham congregation,
and #00 a year to the bandisfield church, m the latter case, a like
sum has been contributed annually for fifty seven years, while Oakham
has been helped for only five years* Xn this oase also, the sharp
division of the towns as to resources is seen; two of the three towns
hare to be helped to maintain this third, traditionally eignifioant,
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sooial institution* ?hf membership of the churches in the following
years is indicative of the change*
1830 1660 1120
Boxford 52 \oS 130
Oakham 156 170 96
Sand icfi eld 206 41 if
Hew Boston 46 12
Do these fact si mean tfeat the towns have been deoadentf Sot
at all; it is a principle of normal h auan conduct to migrate to areas
where the possibilities of a richer, fuller life for oneself and one's
ohildren seen lean remote than they seem to the owner of a farm in a
typical ilassaohuaetts agricultural town whioh has no particular natural
or location resources. She pull of a developing industrial growth
such as ocoured during the Industrial Revolution of the nineteenth
Century inevitably drew people away from a small soale, self-sufficing,
agricultural industry; the development of new agricultural areac in the
-lOfi-
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Other Possible Roeources for the *owns of Boxford, Oakh«n and Sandisfield
It MM fairly well established that the people who lire 1b
the three towns studied will not be able to make an increasing Ho ox*
from the land which they till, or from the few small Industries which
haw survived the era of "Big Booteses ». what then, is their future
to be? Bone of the three Is decadent, in the sense that it has under-
gcM a general breaking down of institutions, and a general inoldenoe
of subnomal familiesj in differont measure, each has kept its Indi-
viduality and has developed a community life. The town of Oxford
has a Tory definite, well-tot up social organization which is subsidised
by Incuses received eloowhorei it is near industrial ©enters and easily
accessible, so that many people are buying homes there for year round
residences. ?wo of the sons of Lydia Pinfcham have bought large farms
and ere developing them into estates, while many other Boston business
men hare located in the torn, Oakham enjoys a somewhat less accessible
location; not many new year-round people hare Mm into the town reoently,
and yet the town maintains itself In fair degree. Ihe people are typical
*aerieans| they do not seek aid for their town institutions except when
absolutely essential. In b ndisfield, least accessible of all the towns,
the situation is loss hopeful. Bow Beople are coding in, but they, for
th® m)Kt P**t t are poor, land is very cheap, but faming is not profit-
able under any o.ire urns t noes. So what can they look forward?
-LU4-
Ihere are not many possible sources of bow inooiae for the
towns. In genera, any additional noa-agrloul tural income is likely
to be gained either from the increased use of land for forests* the
use of land for reoreational purposes, or from a highly problematical
development which depends on nearby industrial areas* Aero are many
reasons shy agricultural land is abandoned* It loses its fertility!
economic changes may occur which make its further cultivation unprofit-
able! some lands wh?oh hove been oloured should never have been taken out
of wood j reduction in the beginning* Shis land is usually very favorable
for tree growth* The soil which may have been worn out for agriculture*
often has desirable constituents for tree growth, and the sod has been
well broken so that wind-borne seeds can reach the lanu* Then too,
seedlings do »ot have to compete with other trees for light, moisture
or growing space, nor is there inflammable matter on the ground in which
forest fires can develop to interfere with the seedlings during their
period of establishment* For all these reasons land *hioh goes out of
farms usually goes into woodland* This has been shown graphically
on the charts, the material ftr which is presented in tables XXIX A, B,
C* In every ease, the acreage of woodland is increasing rapidly*
Between 1865 and 1330 the woodland in Boxford doubled} in Oakham it was
increased four times, and in Sandisfleld about eight times, which roughly
indicates the desirability of the land of the township for other purposes*
In 1915 the state forester made a careful survey of the wooland resources
-104a-
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of the state. This is the only authoritative 8tudy ^iob hag beon
msde of foreBt resources of the Corasonwealth, so that extensive
use of it has been made in the following discussion.
In Oakhan the woodUnd was classified as follow*!
lype of Wood Acres % of Forest
Chestnut 1,285 15
°** £02 *
Chestnut and oak 1,218 U
*hite pine 1,781 21
Hardwoods mc white
pine 2,270 27
Haple and birch 1,298 15
Pitch pine 20f z
8,562 100
ftiese type are elas ifled as followsi
1. Chestnut - standn which con ain 75 per cent chestnut, the
regaining £5 por osnt being mainly oak with soae pine or
soft staple*
2. Oak - stands which contain 75 per cent oak with a little
oheetnut or scattared pine in aixture.
3. Chestnut and oak - described by untie, although there are
always a few other trees in the mixture, auoh as »aple,
hickory or pine. Ohesnnut usually excels the oak in slse
and number, since it is a rigorous grower.
-106-
4. White pine - this type is more likely to be a pare
•tand than any of the other., although any .tand with more
than 60 per oent pine is so claosified, jhs hardwoods
la mixture are birch, maple and oak, tfiioh are overtopped
by the pine and gradually die out leaving almost pure
pine in the oldest ag© classes.
6. Pine and hardwoods
- stands with more hardwood than conifer-
ous growth, usually in the ratio of 2 - 1.
6, Biroh and maple
- stands which are tag ends of the force t
growth
- often sugar maple an. ahite biroh are found in run-
out pastures,
2he state Apartment of Forestry Is buying up forest acreage
in Oakham as it becomes available at the legal limit which the department
may pay which is $0 an acre, Since the metropolitan water Hoard began to
buy land in Ooldbrook at much higher per acre values, the wasteland value,
all over town have become inflated and the department had to stop buying
land in 1928. Aere are 800 acres of State forest in the town, £50 acre,
of whioh have been planted to pine during the last eighteen year.. The
location of the Oakham State Forest is shewn on the following map. It is
entirely likely that the area of the town devoted to forests will continue
to increase slowly, as fewer farms are operated; and it is essential that
woodland be given adequate attention by the famer. and non-reaident
fans land owner, in order that it may provide a profitable source of income
to theu.
106*-
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In Boxford the state forester reports the following types
of forest t
Forest type Total .-oreE % Of Forest
Pine 4162.8 39*8
Oak 1535.0 14.6
Misc. hardwoods VOo.5 6.7
Maple and birch 2446.5 23.4
Pure and Hardwoods 1621.0
10466.6 100.0
These types of stands are similar to those in Oakham, bo need no further
definition. The town is in a fine white pine section which has been cut
for a number of years. Natural reproduction does not entirely replace
the cut trees, so that reforestation istaklng place both on the out over
land, and on the 700 acres of idle land noted by the forester in 1915.
The forest section of the town is roughly defined by drawing a line across
the narrowest point of the township between best Boxford «ind Boxford.
South of this line, with two exceptions around the town of Boxford and the
settlement of Boxford Station, all the land is in forest. That the land
is particularly favorable for tree growth is shown by the fact that the
Kelsey Nurseries began a branch in Boxford in 1912. T area was so well
adapted that the whole Nursery was moved to Boxford from North Carolina
in 1920. Mr. Kelsey owns 500 acres which are shown in the following
illustration; heavily wooded surroundings of the nursery also show the
woodland possibilities of the town. There is no state forest in Boxford,
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although the Fish ana Game Division has a gps* sanctuary of 326 acres
in the township. The price of land in she town in usually hi#er then
#5 an acre, and tte locations of woodland mailable at #6 are too scatt-
ered to make a state forest feasible.
Xa Sandisfield the eta*- forester remits the following types
of forestt
Forest Type T rtal Acres % Of Forest
Pine 2,983 13
Hardwoods 9*269 41
Hemlocks and Hardwoods 6,641 30
Hemlock 1,691 8
Fine aid Hardwoods
22,490
39xe timber* s in small scattered patches all over the township,
and especially on the hills. She lagging which has been done has lsft the
woods in bad shape, both as to fire hasards and as to reproduction. The
deserted farms are mainly growing up to brush and pine; in fact the mer-
chantable timer hr.3 been culled so closely that the forest cover is of
very poor quality now. 35s© jfer ester reported 4,100 acres of idle, waste
land which was being completely negleoted, so the State Forest;? Depart-
ment has bought 3,695 acres for a state forest in which definite refor-
estation is being carried on.
These woedlanw areas which make up an appreciable part of each
township, comprise in the aggregate about 60 per cent of the total area
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of the state. From the standpoint of the stato welfare, as well as the
welfare of the farmers better use of the faim woodland Is desirable, a
regular addition to farm income way be derived fro* periodical outtin;
of timber j local markets may be created for wood or wod product*, aM
labor s»y be employed during slack seasons if woodland is properly utilised.
A second source of extra inooa* is the use of land tot reore-
atioaal purpoees. Letters were sent to the Conmittee of Lsorest Ion of
the tfew England Council and to the Massachusetts Industrial and Sevel-
©paent Commission to final out whether either of these had mad* * survey
of the recreational possibilities of i>oxford, Oakhtwi or fcaadisfleld, and
it was discovered that, up to this time, neither of these amnios hod
investigated the town* with this pfcrpoee in view.
In Dr, Roman's study of the "lieoreaBional and forestry Uses
of Land in Massachusetts" he included the town of Bandiafield in his
sample group of 71 towns, so that some data are available for that one
town. One of the ©rudest taythods of detexmininfe the proportion of the
town devoted to recreational use is to determine what proportion of ths
taxes is paid by non resident owners of lawi. in Landisiiold the per-
76
centage of total valuation in recreational property is 60,9% t in Oakham,
the non resident payors of taxes account for 3Z pe* cent of the total
taxes, ana in itoxforrf i'or
. flhy locations of the stuoer homes
in each town are shown on the following maps, data for which have been
supplied by the assessors.
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la wmral, other factors than that of soil fertility deter-
mine the value of land for recreational purposes. nearness to eitieo,
elevation, aooees to lakes - all are faotors causing non resident owners
to buy land for recreational purposes. Bach of the towns studied has
these faotors to a considerable degree, and henoe each has added con-
stantly to tho number of summer residonts. In general, though sane people
in the towns maintain that the presence of a large number if people during
a limited season of the year is a doubtful benefit since they are not
interested in local institutions, the financial benefit in the towns from
increased taxes and better local markets for faro produce, rea. ly per-
mits the local institutions to be more adequately supported and improved,
faxes aro generally higher for non residents than for residents for tho
same type of land thus they help the town to provide year-round service.
Then, too, there is a decided stimulation to the townspeople when the
sumaer residents take an interest in the history of the community, or
in the cultural life of all the townspeople. In Oakham, the outstanding
historian of town affairs has been Professor Henry Parks Wright of rale
College who has chronicled the history of certain phases of town devel-
opment very fully as in his "Soldiers of Oakham in the Revolutionary tfar.
She war of 18U, and She Civil War", m *©xford, townspeople and. simmer
residents provide a series of out oor entertainments during the sumacr at
which distinguished artists appear. «iis stimulating interest in town
affairs undoubtedly has much intangible benefit for the townspeople also.
A third source of income which is much less certain to holders
of land then that from woodland, or from recreational use, is that which
is duo to the development of watersheds or reservoirs. Already the entire
Coldbrook section of Oakham has been vacated to provide for the Metropol-
itan District water Supply, Mr, E# B« Molt* Secretary of the Commission,
was unable to ghre the total value of the l ind purchased in Oakham for
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the watershed and tunnel | but by taking the tax assessment of the property
v358.80, from the booklet "Valuation and Taxes, Town of Oakham, 1332"
and dividing it by the tax rate which was $24.00 the value of the land
bought by the Commission is roughly ^16,000. In boxford, there is a
possibility that the pond owned by H. I, and «. K. Cole will soaetltae
be used for a water supply for a nearby town, also. It has an excellent
location for a reservoir if the need should ever arise, so that the land
about the pond may be said to have a potential or speculative value. So
far as can be discovered, there is no similar possibility in L'andlsfield.
This seems to exhaust the possibilities of increasing the use
of land, or the inoomes of the towns j our next uuostlon is what can be
done about these towns in which agriculture is decreasing In Importance,
and in which the diminishing population is hard put to It to maintain the
town institutions out of the funds available from local taxes?
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2he Future of Boxford, Oakhaa and isHndisfield
*ho last problem to be considered In connection with the
towns is that of developing a state polio/ for guidance in shying
the future developnent of towne like Boxford, Oakham and bandiefiei
In order to discover what the other Hew England states and lev fork vers
doing or planning to do with similar areas* letters were sent to the
state ocrami ss loners of agriculture, fho information received from each
coram! ssio tier is briefly as follows!
1. JtMcachusettS} no state policy, except as to special aid for small
town schools and roads | some state forests,
no difference in tfce treatment of any town on the
basis of sise or valuation,
no provision for special aid of any sort,
no change in the relationship of towns to the state
in the matters of roads, schools, taxation, or
reforestation.
S. Hew Ha-apshire! an investigation of marginal towns in one county is
being made as a Puraell project at the University of
Hew Hampshire* otherwise no attention is being given
to the matter.
some aid is given to anal 1 towns to help with road
and school expenditures, but there Is no state re-
forestation policy, or taxation policy for small towns.
2* Rhode Island:
3. Connecticut)
4. Vermont!
g. Hainej
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7. Hew forks a State Reforestation Commission was created
la 1928 to locate land unsuitable for agriculture
and to reforest it*
it is evident that the states with the exception of Hew York
state have no definite policy with regard to marginal and subraarglnal
fans land* For this reason it seems wise to investigate the Hew York
plan in some detail* ?he first work of the Commission was a survey 01
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the idle lands of the state* since 1*2.0, an average of 272,000 acres
had been abandoned annually* and the total abandoned farm acreage is
between four and five million acres* the Commission determined, first,
the looation and extent of idle farm lands which could be obtained in
areas of five hundred acres or wore fbr reforestation purposes* Xt
discovered that there were one million acres available and sponsored
a bill which beeoae the State Reforestat ion law of 1929* Shis law author-
ized the Conservation department to acquire for the I tate reforestation
areas consisting of not less thun 600 acres of contiguous land* to be
forever devoted to growing trees* Provisions were made by the *>fcate
to pay local taxes, but no state and county taxes on the land, and ass-
essments were to be made at a valuation not exceeding the price paid
for the land* At the same time the Commission provided for state aid
to counties In reforestation projects; in any one year the state may
contribute ^5,000 for any one county to defray portions of the expense
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of reformation. ?he tax provisions at the County Reforestation
Law are like those of the btate Law. The Fisher Act passed in 1930
limits taxation to privately reforested land to the value of the lend,
exclusive of its forest products, within the period between 1930 and
1944 the Conservation Department plans to buy one million acres to be
reforested at an estimated cost of v20«00G t 0Q0. Up to January, 193*,
the Lepartment had acquired 89 reforestation areas in 18 counties, in-
cluding 79,856 acres. The lands were bought at an average prioe of
*3.79 per acre. Twenty seven million trees were set out, completing
the reforestation of 3^,440 acres.
Several other states. Including Michigan and *est Virginia
have also nsde land utilisation surveys with a view to determining the
proper procedure in dealing with marginal agricultural areas. This
should be our first approach to the problem in Massachusetts also,
and many groups jns already agitating the passage of senate Bin &
entitled "An Act to Provide for a Topographic Survey and Map of the
Oos«onweaithM which carried out the recoranendat ions of JPrank s, Lyman,
Commissioner of Public works who was instructed by chapter 138 of the
Acts of 1932 to sake a report to the legislature as to the needs of
"geological, biological and other scientific surveys" of the natural
resources of the Commonwealth, Commissioner Lyman, after holding pub-
lie hearings, recommended that the survey be made under the direction
of the Massachusetts state College, The Bill for the Topographical
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Surrey read* aa follows
i
"The department of public wor s is hereby authorleed to
confer from time to time with the direotor or a representative
of the United Ltatee geologioal survey and to aooept lte co-
operation with this commonwealth in the preparation and com-
pletion of a contour topographical surrey and asp of this ooam
monwe&lth hereby authorized to be made* Sa d department may
arrange with the direotor or representative ©f the United states
geological survey concerning thir> purvey and map, its scale,
method of execution, form and all details of the ork in behalf
of the oaamonwealth, and may accept or reject the plans of the
work presented by the United States geological survey* The
department la hereby authorised to secure contributions to-
wards the cost of this work from Individuals, associations,
corporations or others at interest* These contributions shall
be deposited with the state treasurer and shall be available
for meeting the proportion of the cost to be paid by the coimon-
wealth without appropriation by the general court* Said de-
partment may expend, subject to appropriation* in the prosecu-
tion of this work, such additional suae as shall make the total
expenditure of the commonwealth, including contributions, equal
to that which shall be expended therein by the United States
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geological sttrr«5f f b,t not exce ding fifty thousand dollar,
in any om year."
Jhe Bill for the Scientific iiurreys reads as follows.
"An Act to provide tor Scientific Surreys to determine the
t«o logical, Biological and Other Satural resources of the
Consttoinrealta''
Chapter sweaty fire of the General laws is Hereby tended by in-
serting after section twenty-fire the following new section,
Section m* *he trustees shall maintain n% the college a
department of land economic surreys to detamiae the geolog-
ical, biological and other natural resources of tfce Commonwealth,
and to collect and tabulate for public use all available data
in relation thereto*
At the present time (Say 3, 1333) the bill has been pasted by the senate
and is before the House, It is very desirable that this bill be passed be-
cause the surreys would giro an intelligent foundation for the develop-
ment of a systematic statewide policy.
After the surveys were oompieted, it would be possible to diri-
dire the towns of the state up Into three or more groups and derise a
suitable policy for each group. In the first group night be towns like
Boxford which are located in areas which gire them a residential ralue*
They do not present speoial difficulties, and need a minimum of assistance.
An intermediate group might inoludo towns like Oakham which are holding
th ir own, but making little progress. Such towns need help not only in
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Gaining the present institution,, bat must have help in CAfte ot
°Xl%1*3rn t0r rWMit? M fitti* Keforestatica should be encouraged on
IN poorer farms, fcJ80re ,mol<3rt distribute of popuiation
mde *> that school transportlea mm «i*t be kept m low M poss-
t*U. em seldom used road, olosed. *he poorer teaas like S*,disfield
present a mom difficult prohl**, Even the possibility of maintaining
their present institutions Is somewhat doubtful, sad it is only with
constant help fire* the state that they can make the necessary expend-
itures to insure an ade^ate social life 4a the tens. *he state should
supervise the sale of land in touns Very carefully so that ignorant
or poor people are not eocoura^ to boy land »hich will nerer provide
them with an iaoome sufficient for their needs. Boat, the state should
develop a much more vigorous reforestation policy, which tould cause
sparsely populated sections of the towns to be completely abandoned,
and the people to coma toother to the relatively more fertile sections
of the towns, 2here ia no questica about the legality of this, prc
ided vhat the price offered for land is reasonable, and no thinking
persoa who realises the burden of taxatiou «hioh such towns place oa the
people all ever the state could fail to appreciate the .Justice of the
state's positiea la retiring that it spend its money on the towns as
efficiently as possible. If the Uo* monwealth muse help maiataia roads,
at least let the roads be used by a reasonable aucber of itemilies, if
US-
be
sohoolc havo te/keptup, let the msaber of children in each school
Justif
.7 feho state* a expenditure for Instruction,
la addition to these gyneral oons ideratlona, it seems as though
Kaa««iittMUi might adopt a seheras alreadyused in Yeraont, and create
Radical unions" like the "superintendent's unions- found in aduoation.
If towns sore allowed to cooperate in hiring a doctor, or starting a
small hospital, the state might help out In pa ing then necessary fees*
Rot one of the towns studied has a resident phys clan, this is a serious
situation in areas whore inooiass are low and doctors are not called until
disease is well developed.
l&assachusetts has already developed an unusually fine otethod
of helping ssall towns to build and maintain roads, to provide adequate
education, and has the feeginninfe!s of a stnto forestry aoheue. It seeas
altogether likely that the state will continue to pioneer in helping
the towns even more efficiently, Sfce swell towns have been called the
backbone of the nationg there Is no reason why thoy should not continue
to be so to even greater degrees when the definitely non-agricultural
lands are used for other purposes, and the persons in the towns are so
well distributed and so adjusted in numbers to the town's resources
that each can work out for htaself a reasonable st andard of living.
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yuwmary
1« The study was undertaken because of the need for more knowledge
•bent the towns in Massachusetts In which agriculture is declining
In Importance, The towos chosen for Investigation were Sandlsfield
ia Berkshire County, representative of the hilly towns of the
western end of the state* Oakham in Worcester County whioh is like
the towns of the central upland, and boxford in Essex County,
typical of the sandy areas near the eoest,
2, The population of each town was investigated in detail and it was
found that not only had the population deelined, hut that families
were smaller. The population is in each ease predominantly native
If
born, tho coxford had uajS, Oakham had 20*. and Bandisfiold had 35;"
of its total population foreign born. In all the towns, at all
times, most of the men have been employed in agriculture, while
the largest share of the employed women were in domestic service*
3, The agriculturein each town has been steadily declining in importance,
until now a large share of eaoh town la in woodland. Sons of the
towns has had a specialised type of agriculture $ general farming
with the emphasis on market milk production (since leefi) has been
the rule,
4, Son agricultural methods of getting a living were numerous in all the
towns until about 1875. At first domestic industries were general.
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tfcen wall f ctorlee were begun which product a wife rari«ty of
products* After the concentration of industrios in the oltiea,
mull town manufacturing died out until now there axe no industries
in any of the towns*
6* She towns hwe found it difficult to pay for their increased expend-
itures for schools, roads and churches* in order to maintain these
fundamental institntions ether groups hare had to help tho towns*
2he state helps to finanoe the aehoole and roads* while the central
organisations of the churches have had to help finance then*
6* Slnoe agriculture cannot proride large incomes for the townspeople,
other sources of income are necessary* Land stay also be used for
forests, recreational purposes* and water sheds i and some lend in
each town is devoted to the first two of these uses* State forest
areas are found in Saaadisfield and Oakham, whllo the Cold Brook
seotion of Oakham has seen evacuated for the Metropolitan later
Pi strict*
7* the solution for this type of area depends upon the formulation of
a state lend utilisation policy which divides tho towns into groups
on ttie basis of land survey* Share should be a grouping of towns
into at least three olaesiflent ions i those which are marginal for
agriculture but whloh have location value tor residential purposes
like Boxfordi tho a a which are almost self sufficing but which need
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•tate asslBtuooe for large outlay Ilka Oakha*, and those which
should be definitely reforested like Sandiafield. Only in this
can the &Mt interests of the Inhabitants of the towns and the
taxpayers of the state be solved.
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